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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NKW AD V B RTISEMENTS TBI8 WEKK

Hetty’s seventh birthday. Games were
played, and refreshments were served by

ttbbnittmenta.

Mrs. Robert F. Barrett and Mrs. John'S.
Parker.
«

The Borrlll National Bank
OF

ELLSWORTH

Allows 2 per cent, interest on all balances of $500
Is YOUR account workor over subject to check.

ing

for YOU

write

us

or

the other fellow?

If you can’t

call,

to-day—NOW.

Full Particulars

Request.

on

Machias Fair.
For sale—Cows.
—Horses and Cows.
David Friend—Coats.
Notice-Board of Selectmen.
Eastern Steamship Co.
Admr notice—Mary J Pettee.
—Alexander B Black.
—Charles A Harding.
Probate notice—Henry J Joy et als.
—Parker Spofford.
In Bankruptcy—Courtney B Small.
Bangor, Me:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Portland, Mb.:
Neal Institute.

William S. Cousins and Harry E. Anstin,
Ellsworth men employed on a private
yacht which was in European waters when
the war broke out, have arrived in New
York.
Prof. Clark, of Bangor theological semi-

In

assistants and a new modern school
building with up-to-date equipment.

MAIL CLOSES AT

Going West—11.65
Going East—6.30 a

gives yon “standing” in your community, at the
same time assuring safety for your funds, and
guarding your expenditures. This Yank offers
every advantage
strength
iences which YOUR money deserves. Better start
YOUR checking account here right away.-in person
or by mail.
and modern

conven-

RECEIVE^.

*.21, §6.18 p

A Check Account

Neil D. Walker, who has spent the
summer here, leaves to-day for South Portland, where she will make her home. Her
mother, Mrs. Minnie Leighton, will join
her there in October, to spend the winter.
Mrs.

effect June 23% 1914
MAILS

of

POSTOFFICE.

From West—*6.56. *11.16 a m
From East—12.23, 6.36, and 10.37 p

m.

m.

POSTOFFICE

*3.45, *5 and *9
3.45 and 5 45 p m.

a m;
m;

p

m

Registered mail should be at postoffice hal
hour before mail closes.
♦Daily, Sunday included.

an

j

Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to
east Sundays.
WEATHER
For

Week

IN

Ending

at

§Daily, excep

4am

Look!
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or

received from tin

Midnight Tuesday

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair
cloudy,fair fair
fair
fair
clear
fair
clear
clear
clear
clear
fai;
clear

on

warm

and

comfortable, long*wearing

No robe is necessary.
are

always protected,

dry.

Permits easy and natural leg action.

$< IJ
Also

by DAVID FRIEND,

Large Line

Presto\§fp

Ellsworth.

of Mackinaws Direct From The

Factory

TheTObject

of this
Advertisement

is to inf. .rn.
every reader of The American, wlio has need of any kind of inlurauce that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settlements with the lowest

C. W.

possible rates.

MASON,

L.

Ft

&

fS/l A I INI EE

ELLSWORTH,

_

receive prompt and efficient service at the restaurant connected with the

HOTEL Cl RONE MA,ELLS’won™OCMEsraby telephone

el airangemenls may be made
any hour day or night.
c

for meals at

Room and Board, $1.50 per day.
Special Rates by Week.
Anything

Single Meals,

in the Maiket on the

European

Mr. and Mrs. C. P. DeLaittre left Monon their return trip to Aitkin, Minn.

J. T.

Plan

spending

Donald

cottge, Green Lake.

There will

be

MATS

for SALE BV

Reliable Clothing Co.

MONEY to LOAN
/

Li

BURRILL & SON.

•

Hotor Boat
ro LET
week
<*» taUUHSJia
bv dav

Ellsworth, Maine.

or

ob
•

Collateral aBd Coatmerclal Paper.

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me.

Ljnnehans Aut0 Uvery
Overland Car
E|te«rm. ^
Wat.' Street
TELEPHONE 117 2

David

the week at

the

Wt
Mc-

reglar meeting of the
woman’s relief corps to-morrow evening.
All members are earnestly requested to be
a

present.
vv. A. Alexander and wire are spending
this week at the Alexander camp, Patten
pond. Miss Bertha Barbour, of Foxcroft,
is their guest.
x

Hattie Murphy, who has spent the

summer

at the Richards homestead,

Bridge

Hill, has returned to her home in Cambridge, Mass.
Next Sunday morning Rev. J. W. Tickle
a sermon on

county.

£

ing

of

the

same

x

3

♦

O
♦

Call

+
O

on us

whenever

you

are

in town and

let

us

serve

x

Q

9

^
X
D
A.

g

you in any

way and at any time.

Q

Union Trust

|

|

Company

Inez
▲AAl'tAAAl'lAl*

Scammbn and Susie V. Sea mm on. Mrs.
was
a
sister of Mrs. Isabel
Wardwell, of this city.

awaiting repairs for a broken
Higgins, H. F. Wescott
and A. W. Curtis accompanied them. The
party reached Portland on the return trip
Saturday evening, and made the run
from Portland to Ellsworth Sunday, reaching here in the early evening.
Ellsworth was a lively place politically
Saturday evening, with a republican
rally and band at post-office square, and a

$
♦

three weeks

part.

Louis F.

democratic rally and band at Hancock
('ongressman Peters, who spoke at
the square, received a heart-warming
welcome, and delivered an excellent
speech. Donald F. Snow, of Bangor,
spoke with him. Fulton J. Redman, of
New York, but whom Ellsworth will alas

her

own

The Murcb

^aaaaawawa waa,

a^a^a

♦
♦

“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busihe must be economical. No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is
receiving, he should

1

always

Z

l
♦

“Rhythm”.

♦

|

ness

save a

portion

Hancock

of hifc income.”

County Savings Hank;

Established 1873.

♦

Ellsworth, Me. $

TUG BURNED.

NORTH ELiLSWORTH

Little Round Top Gutted at Wharf in
Union River Monday.
The tug Little Round Top was destroyed
by fire early Monday morning, at her
wharf in the Union river. The fire is supposed to have originated from an overheated exhaust, and must have smouldered
in the after part of the tug many hours
before it broke out.
Saturday night the tug towed a raft of
logs from Frenchman’s bay to the Bayside
mill of Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., and tied

Wednesday

FAIR.

Thursday of Next
Week the Dates.
Next week the North Ellsworth fair!

Wednesday

Mr.

We

from

Freiburg.

tired,

all said to be

thin,

all

well, very

but most

thank-

be in a neutral country, and at last
with money supply. For weeks we were
ful to

literally penniless,
newspapers.

and could not

The

powering, and no
but this horrible

excitement

one
war.

can

I

talk
will

even

is

buy

over-

anything
not

write

Begin

Year With Many Changes
in Teaching Force.
The common schools and the high
school of Ellsworth opened this week,
for the fall term, with many changes in
the teaching force. Following is a complete list of the teachers in Ellsworth this
year:
y
High School—John A. Scott, principal;
B.
Frank
'Richardson, Monmouth, submaster; Catherine Hurley, assistant; N. F.
teacher
of
commercial
Drummey,
branches.
/
2
No. (Lakewood)—Grace A. Carter.
No. 3 (city)
School street,
Ella M.
Jude, grammar; Alice M. Mullan, subPine
grammar; Lyda True, primary.
street, Margaret G. Drummey, intermediate; Mary H. Black, primary. Water
street, Annie R. Stockbridge.
No. 4 (Morrison)—Madeline Moon.
No. 5 (Surry road)—Nellie M. Treworgy.
No. 6 (Infant street) Agnes M. Young,

and

Thursday

are

days.

the

Ellsworth Farmers’ club has
announced that this will be the best fair
it has

ever

had,

and

members of the club

have put in lots of work to make good the

promise.
North Ellsworth farms and farmers
been developing rapidly in the past
few years, and this is now unquestionably
the best agricultural section of Ellsworth,
and ranking with the best in Hancock
county. There will be a good exhibition
have

produce, therefore, furnishing an
object lesson for farmers of other sections.
On the forenoon of the second day there
will be a horse drawing contest. A New
England dinner will be served the second
day. The Ellsworth band will furnish
music during the fair. The fair will close
with a dance Thursday'night.
of farm

officers of the association this year
John McNamara, president; H. Fremont Maddocks, secretary; Ase C. Flood,
treasurer; James A. Salisbury, Arthur \V.
Clement, William K. McGown, trustees.
The

are:

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Millard Carter, of Ellsworth Falls
was
the Sunday guest of Miss Annie
Carter.
School begins this morning; Iva Treworgy, of Surry, teacher.
Thurston
the

Cunningham,

of

Bluehill,

was

guest of his sister, Mrs. Robert Car-

lisle, Sunday.
Miss Amy Astbury, of Bluehill, who
has
been
visiting here, has gone to
Jonesport to teach.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Thursday, Sept. 17, at Bayside grange
hall—Dance, Monaghan’s orchestra.
Friday evening, Sept. 18, at Society hall
—Dance.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Oct. 1, 2, 3,

journey

are

and

The North

the tug’s hard run.
It does not seem
possible that the short run Sunday could
have heated the exhaust sufficiently to
cause the fire, and it is believed it must
have smouldered in the after part of the
The
tug for twenty-four hours or more.
place where the tire apparently started,
and the fact that the exhaust had before
given trouble by heating, leave little
doubt that this was the cause of the fire.
The fire gutted the house and hull of the
While it
tug and ruined the engine.
would be possible to repair her, the age of
the tug will hardly warrant the outlay,
and it is probable that the tire marks the
passing of the Little Round Top, after
over forty years
of useful existence on
Union river.
The tug was owned by Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co. She was not insured.
The Little Round Top was built by Edward James Hodgkins at the Paul Curtis
Ellsworth, in 1871, for H. M. & B.
yard
j Hall. inThe
Halls owned one-half of her,
the late S. K. Whiting, 1st, one-quarter,
and Capt. A. C. Holt, one-quarter. These
were the only owners until the tug was
a came recivea
trom William Dalles
bought by Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. about
Saturday, dated at London, announces fifteen years ago. Capt. Holt commanded
the sate arrival of himself and family in her until 1890, since which time she has
A
letter
dated
England.
at
The been commanded by his brother, Capt.
Holt. Walter J. Clark has been
Hague Aug. 31, received during the Henryof the
agent
tug nearly thirty years.
past week, intimates that Mr. Dulles and
The tug was rebuilt and lengthened
his family have had a trying
experience. thirty years ago. Five years ago she was
fitted with a gasolene engine at the EllsHe writes: “I can only write
briefly, be- worth Foundry & Machine
Works yard.
cause there is too much to
say, and to begin is useless. We reached here last SunSCHOOLS OPEN.
day after many sections of the

preach in Sullivan in the even- about
it. We have had some real experiday.
ences, and may tire you when we return.”
of island Falls,
Seth T. Campbell,
A cablegram received tbismorning by Mrs.
formerly of Ellsworth, is one of the live F. W. Rollins, from her
daughter, Mrs.
elected
to
the
progressive representatives
Dulles, announces that they are sailing
Maine legislature.
to-day on the Olympic from Liverpool.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will enCharles W. Hopkins, of East Boston, is
tertain the Bucksport chorus this evening.
visiting his sister, Mrs. A. W. Packard.
Prof. W. R. Chapman will conduct the Mr.
Hopkins, who is an enthusiastic
rehearsal. A banquet will follow.
fisherman, on Monday captured a trout at
r
The Main street bridge is to be re- Black’s meadow that had the ttsh experts
planked with hard pine. Delay in re- guessing. In general appearance it was a
ceiving the plank will cause the post- trout, but unusually short and stocky;
measuring not more than nine inches, it
ponement of the work for a few weeks.
Dr. George R. Caldwell, wife and little weighed about three-fourths of a pound.
The fish was very highly colored on the
daughter Barbara, who have been visiting under parts and lower flnB, but this is not
Mrs. Caldwell’s mother, Mrs. L. D. Foster,
unusual in the male trout at the spawning
left last week for a short visit in Portland season. The most striking feature of the
fish, however, was the large size and
before returning to their home in Somerbrilliance of the vermilion spots, more
than one-eighth of an inch in diameter.
ville, Mass.
were
no orange or yellow
There
spots.
Annie, widow of Abram E. Gray, died The tail was Bquare, which proved it
was
not
her
what
is
at
known as the red-throat
Saturday, aged seventy-three years,
home in Orland. She leaves two sons— trout. Supt. Race, of the Ureen Lake fish
of
hatchery, from a
fish
Randall, of Ellsworth Falls, and Water A., given over the description was the
of the
telephone,
of Orland; two brothers—Charles J.Tre- opinion that it was a freakishly inclined
brook trout, perhaps having a strain of
worgy, of Ellsworth; and E. P. Treworgy,
some of the many different
species of trout
of Bangor.
at various times planted in this
vicinity.
Mrs. Wesley A. Dawes, of “Labrador One answering very closely the description, he says, was caught by R. I. Moore,
entertained
Farm”,
twenty young people at Ureen Lake, some
yoars ago, and was
September 10, in honor of her daughter pronounced a brook trout.
Tickle will

ILAMSON ^HUBBARD II

and

are

Miss

35c

McDonald

Carney

will deliver

Ob Improved, Prodactive Real E»tate;

f;
S

Arrangements for the Methodist fair
Oct. 1, 2 and 3, are nearly completed.
Mrs. John F. Bradbury, of 8alem, Mass., There will be special rates from Bangor
is visiting her mother, Mrs. John B. Dean. and way stations, also from Southwest
Mrs. Charlotte M. Clement is visiting Harbor and Washington county; tickets
good until October 4. The fair will be
her cousin, Mrs. D.R. Hagerthy, in Bucksheld at Hancock hall and the Bijou.
The
port.
first day will be agricultural day, with
Mrs. Arthur I. Saunders, who has been
farm exhibit, prizes for best exhibits and
visiting in Machias, has returned to Ellsgrange contest; boys’contest, under ausworth.
pices of the U. of M., lectures by two repThere will be a special meeting of resentatives from U. of M. The second
Nokomis Rebekah lodge, Thursday even- day will be autoists’
day, with parade. A
ng, Sept. 17.
prize, silver cup, will be given by Hon.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft, John A. Peters for best decorated car.
The third day will be juvenile day, with
was the guest of Mrs. W. A. Alexander
horse-back parade and prize for best declast week.
John F. Hall and daughter Leonice, ol oration; baby show in hall. There will be
Taunton, Mass., are visiting Clifton other attractive features each day. A
high-class of moving pictures will be
Woodward and wife.
shown each afternoon and evening in the
H. C. Fletcher’s house at No. 8 plantaBijou, under the auspices of the fair.
tion was burned to the ground Saturday
Dinner will be served each day.
night about 11 o’clock.
day

Dr.

Automobile Parties
Sp«

We invite your attention to the following reasons for you to do
this bank:
Because it is a strong safe institution, and our aim is to make this
the Peoples Bank.
Because its officers and directors are among the safest and most
conservative business men in this community. Its officers have had
years of experience in the Banking business.
Because this Bank studies the needs of its customers, and properly
takes care of them, whether their business is large or Bmall.
Because systematic savings pay; we receive deposits from fl up.
Because this Bank is interested in the development of this

son, presided.
family met at Bay side hall
Sept. 12, with twenty-three of the family
and one visitor present.
After an excellent dinner, music and dancing were
At the business meeting, officers
Miss Annie M. Connick is in Boston for enjoyed.
were elected as follows:
Mrs. E. B. Holt,
two weeks on business.
up there
Sunday morning after a
Mrs. Maynard
Murch, vice- continuousearly
Nineteen new voters were registered iD president;
run of several hours.
Sunday
Mrs. Cora Closson, secretary
president;
Ellsworth last week.
afternoon she came up the river to her
and treasurer. Mrs. Mabel Tenney was
a
Miss Winifred Doyle has returned to chosen chairman of dinner
run
of
a
little
over
half
an
hour,
committee. It wharf,
Castine Normal school.
tying up here at about 5 o’clock. The fire
was voted to hold the next reunion at
did
not
break
out
until
3
o’clock
Monday
George Hawkes is visiting his parents, same place the last Thursday in August,
morning, nearly twenty-four hours after
Richard Hawkes and wife.
1916.

The Walk-E-Z Coat

Knees and legs

daughters—Carrie Robie,

g

ELLSWORTH

business at

E.

ways claim

Morton Whitcomb has entered the University of Maine.
Mrs. A. P. Wiswellis visiting Mrs. Leslie
C. Cornish in Augusta.

garment.

leaves three

OF"

M. Gallert, Sec'y.

hall,

Katberine Staples is in Boston
business.

snug,

Mrs. C. F.Scammon, a daughter of the late
Malcolm McPhee, and formerly of Ellsworth, died Sept. 3 at Berkeley, Cal. She

C. P. Dorr and William E. Whiting left
for the White Mountains Friday to get
Mr. Dorr’s car, which had been there

ELLSWORTH.

Mrs.

A

Upiop TTust Gopipapy f

Henry H. Higgins, Tress.

Scammon

Sept. 15, 1914.
(From observations taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Kivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation i»
given in inches for the twenty-four houn
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precipcondition*
itatioi
Temperature
Wed
^hurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

§

interesting sermon at
church, last Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Mathews, who has been ill, is
Z
improving.
Mrs. Arthur W. Greely has
returned
from Bucksport, where she went to attend the funeral of Parker. Spofford, re- ♦
maining for a few days as the guest of +
Louis F. Tapley and wife.
2
x
Wesley A. Sowle left last week for Dan- ♦
forth, where he began this week his duties
as principal of the high school.
He has 2
3
two

8CHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

John A. Peters, Pres.

nary, preached an
the Congregational

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west al
6.65, 7.18, 11.16, 11.58 a. m., 4.21, 6.18 p. m
Sundays, 6.56 a. m., 7.18, 9.11,11.16 a.m., 8.4<
p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 7 87 a
m., 12 28, 4.11,6.36, 10 21, 10.37 p. m. Sundays
6.89 a. m., 4.11. 5.85, 10.21, 10.87 p. m.

^

S

at Hancock hall—Fair

of Metnodist

so-

ciety.

New

FAIR

DATES.

Sept. 22, 23 and 24—Machias fair.
Wednesday, Sept. 23—Orland fair.
Wednesday and Thursday,Sept. 23

and 24

—North Ellsworth fair.

Tuesday, Sept. 29—Pamola Orange

fair—

Hancock.

Wednesday,

Oct.

7—Mariaville

grange

fair.
1

—.

■

—.

atibrrnsnnnUE.

—

East

Surry.

No. 7 (North Ellsworth)—Mrs. Chester
Maddocks.
No. 8 (Nicolin)
Abigail Wingate,
—

Public Auto
PAIGE TOURING CAR for HIRE
to EBEN WHITCOMB at Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works

Apply

Garage.

Res. tel. 35-21; Garage, 55.

Auto
F.

Livery

H. Osgood’s Stable.
Cherryfleld.
No. 9 (North
Alice To let for
Ellsworth)
long or short trips. Tel».
Mitchell, Bar Harbor.
phone 29-2.
No. 11 (West Ellsworth)
lva Treworgy, Surry.
No. 13—(Bayside)—Helen Flood.
No. 14 (Beechland)—Wesley Moore.
No. 15 (west side)
Mary A. Gaynor,
Chalmers
Car
—

—

Auto for Hire

—

Ruth Fields.
No. 18 (Ellsworth Falls)—Isabel Jordan,
Mariaville, grammar; Sylvia Hurley, intermediate; Olive W. Davis, primary.

Touring
Alley’s Stable,

Franklin St.,

Telephone 01-5.

Ellsworth.

SUNDAY SCHOOL.

EDITED RT

j

_

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of tSe Lesson, Matt, xxv, 31-46.
Msmory Versos, 34-36—Golden Text,
Matt, xxv, 45—Commentary Prepared
M.

Steams.

To understand this lesson

as

to

the

come

“Now

Sometime, when all life’s lessons have been
learned
And sun and stars forever more have set.
The things which onr weak judgment here
have spurned—
The thing* o’er which we grieved with
lashes wet.
Will flash before us out of life’s dark night
As stars shine most in deepest tint# of blue;
And we shall know bow all God’s plans were

for when He shall come In Hls

Old

Testament

come
as

with Him, the
New
as the

well

Testament saints, If
may make that
distinction.
I.et the Holy Spirit tell
yon abont this as you read Zech.
xlv, 5; CoL 111, 4; I These. t!L 13; Rev.
we

ffi, 21.
Then,

right.
how what
most true.

as to

reproof

tions.'* Could anything be more clear
and plain In this connection than the
in Joel 10. 1-L that In con-

nection with the restoration and deliverance of His people. Israel, He will

love

we

frown and

good.
And

if, sometimes, commingled with life’s
wine.

gather all nations In the valley of JeWe And the wormwood, and rebel and
hoehaphat and Judge them because of
shrink.
their treatment of Israel? In Zepb. Ill,
Be sure a wiser bsnd than yours or mine
8, He says that It Is His determinaPours out the potion for our lips to drink.
tion to gather the nations and pour And if some friend we love is
lying low,
Where human kisses cannot reach his face
upon them His Indignation, and in the
O, do not blame the loving Father so.
rest of that chapter He calls upon Is- j
But wear your sorrow with obedient grace!
reel to be glad and rejoice, for He will
And you shall shortly know that lengthened
be mighty In their midst and get them
breath
praise and fame In every land where
Is not the sweetest gift God sends His
they have been put to shame.
friend.
And

that, sometime, the sable pail of death
Conceals the fairest boon His love can send.
If we could push sjar the gates of life
And stand within, and all God's workings

In Zech. xlv, 2. He says that He wOl

gather all nations against Jerusalem

to

battle: In verse 4 that He will stand

again upon the Mount of Olives, and
in

verse

king

see.

We could interpret all this doubt and strife
And for each mystery could find a key.

9 that after that He will be
all the earth.
Let ns then

over

But not
God’s

be clear about this—that In this Judgment among those to be Judged will
not be found His body, the church, for
she shall be with Him, nor Israel, for
she Is not reckoned among the nations
(Nnm. xxlll, 9). There Is no mention
of any resurrection of the dead. Just
or unjust, so It Is not the Judgment of
the saints who shall never come Into
Judgment for sin (John v, 24), because
that was settled on Calvary, but shall
be Judged for their works after the
first resurrection at the Judgment seat
of Christ for believers only (I Thess.
lv. 16-18; 1 Cor. xv, BL 52; Rom. xlv,
10; II Cor. v, 10).
It Is not the great white throne Judgment of Rev. xx, 11-15, where the unrighteous shall appear after their resurrection a thousand years later than
the resurrection of the Just (Rev. xx.

to-day. Then be content, poor heart!
plans, like lilies pure and white un-

fold,
Th

tear the close-cut leaves apart.
Time will reveal the chalices of gold;
And when, with patient toil, we reach the land
Where tired feet, with sandals loosed,
msy
e must not

rest.
Then we shall
I think that
best.”

Ovoid

we

see and understand,
will ssy. “God knew the

by B. C. 8.

Dear M. B. Friendt:
The poem kkSornetime” is a favorite with
many and especially to those in trouble
and sorrow. It has frequently been read
at funeral services and been a comfort to
who could

not

understood life’s

lessons.
A card from

bor,

gave me much pleasure.
nice call on Jennie, and

j

moseorn

and bud and fill the face of the earth
with fruit” (Isa. xxv, 9: xxvtl. 0). Then
shall the saved nations who shall hear
Him say. “Come, ye blessed." inherit
the kingdom when the kingdoms nnder
the whole heaven shall have become
the kingdom of our Lord and of His
Christ and shall walk In the light of
the new Jerusalem and bring their
glory and honor Into It (Rev. xl, 15:
xxl. 24).
The others shall hear Him say* “Depart. ye cursed," and shall be punished with everlasting destruction from
the presence of the Lord and from
the glory of His power (II These 1,
7-9).
Any one who denies the truth of everlasting punishment, according to the
last verse of our lesson, must reject
the plain words of the Lord Jesus In
this passage and elsewhere, as In Mark
lx, 43, 45. 47.
In this last verse of our lesson the
same word Is applied to punishment
I have enas to life (revised version).
deavored to show the teaching of the
Bible concerning the judgments In a
tract entitled “The Four Judgments,"
which may be obtained from Mr. Fred
Kelker. box 216, Harrisburg, Pa. If
you send for It ask also for “The Secret of Missionary Interest" and see
how God honors the simple exposition
of His word.
If this lesson does not refer to the
ahurch except as seen with the Lord
dn His throne, where Is the heart lesHere Is one, at
son for the believer?
least, the great “Inasmuch" principle,
Whatever
which always holds good.
any believer does In His name He
counts as done to Himself and will reward It
accordingly. Opportunities
missed will bring us loss.

them while here. I have felt bad to think we
have left Auut Madge alone so much, but she
well knows how to handle her work. She always has something nice and interesting for
us.

I

hope you will have a large gathering at
reunion, and wish I could be present,
not been away from home for
nearly

your

but have
a

year.
I am sending you some clippings that I
think will help some one who may be discouraged. We all need a generous supply of
courage to

carry

us

safely through this life of

ours.

How sad to know that there is another war
in progress. I fear the result, but Ood grant
that the end may be very near.
I know you
will all say Amen.
With best wishes from,
Acstt Emms.

We are always interested in Dell’s outings. Here is a new series of them.
Probably yon will take a trip to Augusta
or

Pownal next.

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sitters:
Would you like to know of my flights for
the past months? First was a delightful ride
to the very end of Newbury Neck and a picnic dinner on the shore. Next was to
Toddy
Pond to another beauty sport of nature,

probably more beautiful to me, as it was my
birthplace and happy childhood days were
spent there.
Every rock recalled some
youthful prank. The occasion of my visit
was the reunion of the descendants of Edward
and Tryphena Lawrence Saunders.
Last was begun oa the morning of Sept. 8,
when 1 arose before 4 in tbe morning, got a
hurried lunch and rode to Ellsworth, where 1
went on board of the seacoast mission boat
with friend* from Mariaville, Eastbrook,
Hancock, Ellsworth Falls and Ellsworth, and

Dr.

IMzzy? Bilious? Constipated?
King’s New |Life Pills will cure you,

a
healthy flow of Bile and rids your
Stomach and Bowels of waste and fermenting body poisons. They are a Tonic to your
Stomach and Liver and tone the general system. First dose will cure yon of that dedizsy, bilious and constipated conItion. 26c. all Druggists.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Burns.
cause

Sressed,

will be

years

country' that

stating

a

women

great many

_

BLURHILL, 345.

at

bar!

A. P. Soma,
A. T. Oilus.
F. S. Hixcxunr,
Committee.

•

NEW CENTCBY, 356, DEDHAM.
Good attendance marked the session of
New Century grange Sept. 12.
Plans were
made for entertaining Hancock Pomona
Sept. 19, when State Master Stetson will
be present. The program was made up
of graphophone selections provided by
George Pond; piano solo, Ethel Fogg;
recitation, Mrs. A. B. Clifford, of Lincoln;

Charlotte, X. C.—“ I was in bad health for two years, with
pains in both sides and was very nervous. I had a growth
whicn the doctor said was a tumor, and I never would get wellunless
I had an operation. A friend advised me to take Lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable Compound, and I gladly say that I amnow enjoying
fine health.”—Mrs. Kosa Sims, 16 Winona St, Charlotte, X. C.

2

•

reading, Mary Burrill;
bers.

Hanover, Pa.—•“ The doctor advised a severe operation, but my
husband got me
Lydia E. I’inkham’a Vegetable Compound and I
experienced great relief in a short time. Xow I feel like a new person
and can do a hard day’s work and not mind it”—Mrs. Ada Wilt,
196 Stock St, Hanover, Pa.

3

hoped | to
make the

improve program work and
meetings more profitable. An
invitation was received from
Bayside
The
grange to meet with it Sept. 16.
lecturer presented a short program.
The program at the last meeting was a
Maine one, along the linea of the “Develop Maine Movement1*. An historical
was
sketch
given
by the lecturer;
“Maine's Water Power,1* by Olive Coolidge; “Maine’s Manufactures," by Phosie
Higgins; “Maine’s Colleges," by Lester
Young; poem by Alice Reynolds; and
“Maine’s Future," by Eunice Coggins.
“The Granges of Maine" was the topic
presented by Worthy Master Thaddeus
Hodgkins.

•

•

Cleveland, Omo. —“I was very irregular and for several years
my side pained me so that I expected to have to undergo an op-

eration.

Doctors said they knew of nothing that
me.
I took Lydia L. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound and I became regular and free
from pain. I am thankful for such a good medicine and will always give it the highest praise.”—
lire. C. IL Griffith, 7305 Madison A\\ Cleveland,O.
would

help

M^feWrite to LYDIA

E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.

(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.

opened, read and answered
and held in strict confidence.

1 oar letter will be

by

a woman

j!

started down river, hoping to escape all of
Ellsworth's bars. Bat we were stopped at one
of the most noted ones, that Sheriff Silsby
where
does not visit—the Union river bar
we were detained
nearly two hoars. Glad
to say we enjoyed it. and went on our way*
being just that much late at every landing.
At Sargentville I “back slid", and went
ashore to visit friends while the boat went to
Bucksport and back. About thirty of them
got back to Sargentville at 9 o'clock at night,
and the good people took them in, fed and
warmed them. They will no doubt sound the
praises of that place for many a day. I made
four long calls on friends, attended a meeting
at the cbapel in the evening, and was glad I
left the crowd as I did.
Wednesday morning they all received me
back to their circle and used me just as well
m if I had not deserted, and I came home with
the crowd. It was my first meeting with Rev.
A. MacDonald and his Sunbeam,but I do hope
it will not be the last, for I did enjoy it all.
Dear cousins of the M. B-, we ought to drop
home cares more than we do and get out
among folks, tsdk, laugh, eat and be merry.
It does both soul and body good. I am so glad
1 went, and glad to be home again. Wonder
Dsu~
where I will go next!

S^Kitghkn

—

IPBOARI)

stand

twenty-four

stove aod

bring

to

hours,
a

then

set

scalding point

WAYS OF USING POTATOES.
homely potato may be disguised in various appetizing ways.
If you are looking for novel
ways of serving potatoes consider these

THE
recli»es:

six
Custard.—Take
Potato
large
white potatoes, boll and mash them
and add two well beaten eggs, butter,
pepper, salt and a cupful of bot milk.
Beat until smooth and light, add u little sugar and a dash of nutmeg. Lightly fill greased custard cu|« and bake.

Foreign Recipes.

:

on

and

Cucumber

jars.

Pickles—One

quart vine-

gar, three quarts water, one cup salt, onehalf teaspoon alum.
Put cucumbers in
this for forty-eight hours. Take them out
and

with

gallon vinegar, one
teaspoon alum and
all kinds of spioe. I have used this tor
twenty years. It will make two gallons.
cover

tablespoon

of

one

salt,

one

Ripe Cucumber Pickles
Syrup for
pounds of fruit: one quart vinegar,
—

seven

pounds brown sugar, cinnamon, allspice and cloves, tied in a bag and boiled together. To prepare the cucumbers, peel,
seed and slice about one-quarter of an inch
thick and from one to two inches long;
two

with two quarts water and one tablespoon alutn,add a little salt, set on back of
stove several hours, drain and put into
syrup and cook till brown; remove and
cook syrup a few minutes. I have some
which I did last year and they are as nice
as when first ready to use.
Ann.
cover

1 wish to thank you sincerely, Ann, tor
these recipes.
Acbt Madge.

Eceentrio Von Bulow.
Francesco Berger, the composer and
piano teacher. In his "Reminiscences.
Impressions and Anecdotes,” speaks of
Hans ron Bulow as "a very eccentric
man.” Invited to dine with the directors of the Philharmonic, Von Bulow
answered, "What have I done that, besides playing at your concert, I should
also be expected to dine with your directors 7”

I ahndow of your great sorrow. While it it impossible for ua to have known Mr. Spofford u
his co-workers !u educations! and religious
circles in Bncktport mutt bare known him.
we are well aware that your loss is ours also,
inasmuch aa all kindred organisations hate
hit generous fellowship and wise
: knows
counsel.
We commend yon to the loving sa-.iour, in
j whom Mr. Spofford trusted, praying that the
promisedjCoroforter may be with you, even
; through the door of this sorrow.
Affectionately your brethren and enter, in
Christ.
MKMOBlAL KXSOLCTJONS.
OftYlLLS J. OcrrtLL.
ITherras, The ripening grain of Lamoine
P. A. A. Kilux.
once
more
met
our
grange having
Heavenly
John H. BaiMMr.it.
Father’s approval. He has seen tit in Hia lovCommittee.
tog kindness, to gather from our sheaves one
Officers were elected ah follow-*:
Kev.
who was ready for the harvest, and remove
O. J. Guptill, Ellsworth Fall*, president;
from ourtmidst oor beloved brother, William Kev. K. A.
Barker* Bluehill, vice-presiR. King, to Hit great storehouse above;
dent; Mis* Harriett* Cole, Bedgwick, secjfrsoJred, That as we bow to submission, retary; Miss Sylvia Marshall, Ell#worth
to the Divine Reaper, who will sorely gather treasurer.
His

in due season, we will also miss and
the ioss of an active, faithful brother
from our grange; active in all the work assigned him to do, faithful in performing
his duties.
Cheerful and kindly to all, he
strove to carry out the grange principlesLong will hia words and deeds be remembered and his influence be felt as we meet
together in the grange.
Besolved.VThat we, the members of Lamoine
grange, extend our love and sympathy to the
bereaved family in their affliction.
Rf$olv'd, That these resolutions be spread
on our records, a copy sent to the bereaved
family, also a copy sent to Taa Anskicax for
Danixl Y. McFarland.
publication.
Hannah B. McFaklakd,
William K. Halisbi:av,
own

Wanders.—Take four large
potatoes, boil and slice them and add
a tablespoonful of chopped onion, as
much parsley, pepper and salt to taste
and half a cupful of rich milk.
Stir
and pour into a baking dish, cover
with the yolk of an egg mixed with
half a cupful of breadcrumbs. Bake
until brown,
Hollandstse Potatoes.—Cut boiled potatoes In quarters.
If potatoes are
large cut Into eighths. Pour melted
butter flavored with lemon juice over
them.
Season with salt and paprika
and cook about ten minutes in the
oven.
Then sprinkle with parsley.
Use one and a half cupfuls of potatoes
to two tablespoonfuts of butter and
half a teaspoonful of lemon juice.

UnbtTtMKrwu.

\

A Tempting Salad.
Potato and Olive Salad.—Take four
good sized boiled potatoes and cut into
dice. Add fifteen stoned and chopped
olives cut into good sized pieces and
two hard boiled eggs, also cut up.
Sprinkle with salt, olive oil and vineSet on Ice for
gar and fold together.
an hour.
Add half a cupful of stiff
mayonnaise. Put rings of olives on top.
Curried Potatoes.—Take two large
Iiotatoes cut into cubes about an Inch
square, place In saucepan with a tablespoonful of melted butter. Season
to taste with salt, cayenne pepper and
a teaspoonful of curry powder.
Stir
thoroughly and then add a pint of hot
water.
Let cook till potatoes are well
done, but not mushy.
Leave enough
liquid to form a gravy when they are
served. If you like a milk sauce put
an eighth of a cupful of milk In a
bowl, add half a cupful of cold water
and blesd In two tablespoonfuls of
flour. Pour this wer the potatoes and
cook till liquid la reduced one-half.

cU

Tha Man of tha Hour,
little Charles was sent to Mias B.’s
to return a basket He was received
very cordially and Invited to come
“some time and stay to dinner."
“Thank yon." said Charles solemnly.
*T will. I’ll stay today.’’—Exchange.

Wise Precaution
I

will prevent the little illness of today
from becoming the big sickness of
tomorrow and after. For troubles of
the digestive organs you can rely on

j

j BEECHAM’S
PILLS

_Committee.

Potato

Mix one cup flour, three-fourths
cup of mustard, a tablespoon of tumeric
in enough vinegar to make smooth; add
oue cup sugar and
three and one-half
pints vinegar; cook until smooth and
thick, stirring all the time. Then stir in
and seal in

The delexmtes to the Hancock Count, gan.
day school convention to the people of the
Buckaport churches greeting:
! in tender sympathy we ait with you in the

mourn

drain.

vegetables

mem-

Lsmoine grange reopened Sept. 1 for
regular weekly meetings, with a fair attendance and a good degree of enthusiWith degree work quarterly, it is
asm.

Decatur, III.—1“I was sick in bed and three of the best physicians said I would have to be taken to the hospital for an operation as I had something growing in
my left side. I refused to submit to the operation and took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—and it worked a miracle ui my case, and I tell other women
what it has done for me.”—Mrs. Laura A- Griswold, 2300 Blk. East
William Street Decatur, III

5

by

_

LAMOINE, 264.

•

4

remarks

mouth

three

where tbe steamer Derforce
remained until released by tbe rising tide. This,
of
course, upset the schedule all along the
line, and donbtleaa prevented
many from
joining tbe steamer at other landings.
daunted
Nothing
by tbit delay, the
party on board tbe Sunbeam went ahead
with the aervioea, and while the
steamer
•ailed through
beautiful Eggemoggin
and
Reach
up to Buckaport, the Tuesday
program waa carried out.
At Buckaport the third disappointment
awaited tbe aaaociation in the news of
the itlnese and unavoidable absence of the
State secretary, Weeley J. Weir. Kev. W.
F. Startsvant. of Belfast, was picked
up
here, however, and the return trip was
made to Sargentvill*, which was reached
at 9 o’clock in the evening, and where a
cordial welcome awaited tbe seafarers.
Wednesday's meetings were held at Sargentville, and the return trip to Ellsworth
waa made Wednesday afternoon
Tbe association sent the following rnessage of sympathy to the people of the
Buckaport churches:

publication.

I could not sleep, and I thought I never would be
any better until I submitted to an operation, but I commenced taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and soon felt like a new
woman.”—Mrs. Hayward Sowers, Hodgdon, Me.

*

of
Union river for
hours. The twenty-six
delefrom
Ellsworth
gates
and
vicinity
boarded tbe steamer at 8 o’clock
Tu«dar
morning, and went down river on a fan.
ing tide. They were juat a little too
ute,
however, and were caught on the

while here.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days, a page
of cur records be set apart to his memory,
and a copy of these resolutions be sent to the
family of the deceased, also to the papers for

Me.—“ I had pains in both sides and such
IHodgdon,
I could scarcely straighten up at times. My back ached and I

the

nearly

by death of Brother Edward J. Hinckley,
one whose werds and works were inspirations
to higher ideals and better lives. The world
is better and brighter for the things he did

convincing?

"

sssocia!

lose

erations by taking Lydia
pound, and it is true.
We are permitted to publish in this announcement
extracts from the letters of five women.
All have been
Could any evidence be
recently received unsolicited.
more

reJected|without

Death has again invaded our
tn»evens.
rank' and a sheaf has been garnered and
borne to that great storehouse where, sooner
or later, all must go. we as members of Halcyon grange are called upon to mourn the

in

caused

of plan, »t ,b(,

The first of these was tbe
death of
Barker Spofford, of
Buckaport. wbo had
been an active worker in the
Bock,port
churches and wboae death
reaulied iVa
change of tbe place of meet
mg from
Buckaport, where it waa announced to be
held, to Bargentville, whose
people ex
tended a cordial invitation to the
tlon to meet there.
The next disarrangement of
plan,
caused by the holding up of the
coast
missonary steamer Sunbeam on tue

MEMORIAL anSOLCTlOXS.

the newspapers of the
have escaped serious opE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

we have been

entire rearrangement
moment.

reason.

ham.

SCNDAVSCHOOla!

Meeting of County
As-ool..
tlon

Wit W eek
The Hancock County
Sunday *,h(M
association Held ita annual
meeting iw
and
day
Wednesday of laat week, thooeh
a aertea of regrettable
events

Saturday, Sept. 19-Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with New Century grange, Ded-

QpQAfrfioTld

—

tnat

none

HALCYON. NORTH

Aunt Sue, then in Bar HarShe reports
a
I hope from
5-6).
Aunt Sue’s good promise we may once
It Is simply, as the record says, more hear from her
through the column.
a Judgment of nations,
as such,
by
You will gladly welcome a letter from
their respective armies, and the ques- ; Aunt Emma and be
glad to learn she
tlon Is their good or Bl treatment of l: is in better health, and all
hope she will
His people, Israel.
As all Individual ! grow stronger
each.day.
salvation Is through Jesus of Nazareth j
West Fraxiun, Sept. 8,1914.
of the tribe of Judah and king of the j Dear Friends of the M. B. C.:
Jews, so the salvation of nations will j It has been “many moons" since I called on
be through Him also, but In eon nee- j yon. so here I come to tell yon that I am feeltlon with a righteous Israel, who will ing much better after my long illness. Have
receive Him as their Messiah when thought of yon all so many times, aod especially *hose who have been ill and those
RECIPES.
they shall see Him coming In His who have lost dear ones. Am
glad Jennie is j
One quart
Mustard Pickles
tiny
glory to the Mount of Olives for their feeling better, and hope she may soon be
all whole
deliverance. They shall then say, "In, right.
cucumbers, one quart large sliced
cucumbers (not pared), one-quart sliced
this Is our God: we have waited for
How quickly our summer is passing
away.
Him. and He will save us; this is Je- I cannnot realize that it is the 8rd of Sept, it tomatoes, one quart button onions, one
has
been so cool. I presume many of you large cauliflower picked into separate
hovah, we have waited for Him; we
will be glad and rejoice In His salva- have been entertaining friends and will be floweretB, and four green peppers chopped
sorry to have them leave, but how nice to fine. Put two cups salt into four
quarts
tion."
look back to these pleasant days spent with
water and pour over vegetables and let
“Israel
snail
Arter

good

|
clearly

Sent

those

the editor, but

was so nervous

how, while

see

was

God's plans go on as best for you and me;
How when we called, He heeded not our
cry.
Because His wisdom to tbe end could see.
And even as wiee parents disallow
Too much of sweets to craving babyhood.
So God. perhaps, is keeping from us now
Life’s sweetest things, because it seemeth

the second

statements

seemed

sigh,

the people to be Judged,
verse of the lesson.
"Before Him shall be gathered all nanote

shall

we

j

Annual

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county
The column is open to all grangers .‘or the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications most
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by

a soreness

And

And

5 yfbmeat
ror

SOMETIME.

By May Riley Smith.

clearly the time when, and also that
the Judgment referred to 1* not the
Judgment of the saints, Hls redeemed
ones,

through a glass darkly, bat
face.”
l*t Car: 13 chap. 12th veree.

we see

then face to

In

Hls glory and all the holy angels with
Him. then shall He sit upon the
throne of Ills glory.”
That define*

glory they shall

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

Alirwortfc, Me.

Interpretation of It the time when and
the parties concerned, we must notice
carefully the first verse and the worda,
"When the Son of Man shall

UMI".

The purposes of tfcu column are sued C
stated la tbe title sod motto—H Is for tbe mu vi
Benefit, and alms to be helpful and bopefat
Being for the common good, H Is for the com
moB use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for tbe In
terebange of Ideas, in this capacity It solicits
commanlcatlons, and Us •ucees« depends largely
on tbe support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but tbe name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of tbe column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The Ameeicas.

Lesson XII.—Third Quarter, For
Sept 20, 1914.

by Rev. D.

lit Motto:

'.m

HANCOCK

among thr ©rangrrs.

aoomiBsnniiB.

fHutnal Bmrfit Column.

HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met Sept. 12,
with an average attendance. Two applications were accepted. There was one
visitor from Arbutus grange.
HARVEST

Bold wycfciii. la boiM, 10c., 25c.
■

■

...

—---

ALL WRONG

2U3. NORTH BROOK9VILLE.
Rainbow grange held its regular meeting Sept. 10 with thirty preeent. The
lecturer pro lem. presented a good program. The grange picnic Sept. 12 wae a
RAINBOW.

The Mistake Is Math1 by Many
Ellsworth Citizen*.
Look for the

success.

cause

of backache.
a use.

To be cured you muat know the
If it’a weak kidneys you must

WEST TREMONT.

tb*

Mrs. Henry and Mrs. Wills Thurston kidneys working right.
An Ellsworth resident tells you h- *.
and two children are vieitiDg in Bangor.
E. J. Clark, Surry Road. Ellsworth,
Wilder B. Robbina spent the past week
here with bis wife, leaving for hie veeaelin says: “Some years ago I was annoy ad by
Bath Wednesday.
attacks of kidney complaint. I bad sharp
I

Mrs. B. B. Reed and daughter Hazel left
for Bangor Friday. Misa Reed will attend school. Mrs. Reed will return this
week.

shooting pains across the small of my
back and the kidney secretion4* were irregular in passage. Doan’s Kidney Pill*
and I

A*

begin to-day.
Miss Pearl had been recommended to me,
Eddington, teaches the gram- nally began using them. I could soon see
mar aDd Mias Pearl
Raymond, of Bow- that they were helping me and I condoinham, the primary.
tinued taking them until I felt better in
W. A. Clark sr. aDd Basil H. Lunt spent
every way.”
the week-end at Mr. Clark's home, leavPrice 30c, at all dealers. "Don t imply
ing for Deer lale Sunday. Mrs. Clark and
ask
for a kidney remedy—get Doan s Kidwill
leave
family
Tuesday for Portland
where her son Harvey will attend
high ney Pills—the same that Mr. Clark had
school.
V.
Foster-Miibnrn Co., Props., Buffalo, N.
Misses Nettie and Beatrioe Lunt, who
Schools

Marsh,

of

have spent their vacation with their
parents, Ueorge W. Lunt and wife, have left
for Porto Rico where^they have been employed the past three years. They will
visit their sister, Mrs. R. M. Simonds, at
Arlington, Mata., and sail for Porto Rico
Oct. 3 or 10.
Sept. 14.
Thklma.

SALISBURY COVE.
MiB8 Sue H. DeLaittre leaves this week
for Marlboro to teach.
Howard Alley, who has been in Watervtlle eight months, is home.
Earle Emery has returned to Orono to
resume his studies at the U. of. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce, of Kenduskeag
were guests of Lewis Hall
and wife during last week.

Sept.

12.

Don’t use harsh physics.
The reaction
weakens the bowels, leads to chronic
constipation. Get Doan's BeguleU. They
operate
easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation.

CORNS CURED FREE.
for
In every package of Marvelous Ezo
Ise
Feet is a free box of Exo for Cornsfor
the free Ezo for CornB as directed
0“l
three nights. On the fourth uigbt lift
That »
the corn and throw it in the tire.
all there is to it.
Exo for Feet is a refined ointment, ]“s
rub it on and all swelling, soreness, burning
and foot sweating ar* speedily hanishe
Ezo ot
Ezo for
including a box of

Feet,
Ezo
Corns, is but 26 cents at druggists'
for Corns, if boagbt separately 10 cents.
O. A. Parches, Ellsworth.
_

Tell Your Grocer You Want

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
He has It

or

will get It for you

—Advt.

J

I
I
■'

I
i

f
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One night more than a year ago I
called at a late hour by the surIn legal form the last
geon to eet down
words and wishes of a dying man.
was

I Immediately responded to the call
was met at the door by a beauti-

and

ful woman. Weeping bitterly, she told
me that I was too late; that my services could not avail, as her husband
Of course there was nothwas dead.
ing to do but go away. I thought no
more of the case until, two days afterward, I learned that the dead man
was Arthur Trelawney and that he
had shot himself.
Arthur Trelawney had been a dear
friend of mine. We were students to-

gether

nt

Heidelberg.

I at once hastened to the house to
tender my services to bis stricken widow.
Again I was too late. The body
had been removed to an undertaker’s,
and tbe woman bad gone without
leaving any address.
Yon can now understand my amusement when about a month ago my
office boy one morning bnnded me a

This break In their
quiet life aroused a
■park of slumbering ambition in Thornton, and as soon as practicable he took
his wife to London.
From the start ill fortune attended
him. He was unable to find
employment for which he was fitted, and hla
small income went only a short
way in
London. Matters grew worse and worse
until they were compelled to take one
room in a cheap
lodging house.
One night Thornton went home
staggering under a blow harder than any
he had been called upon to bear. The
little clerkship that they had
depended
on. even for their meager
living, was
to be taken from him in a month because of a reduction in the office
force,
and simultaneously he had been called
upon to bear arms in South Africa.
His face was pale and haggard as he
entered the little room, which was almost In darkness. %As he hesitated on
the threshold a hearty voice from the
gloom cut him to the heart
"Hello, Paul, old manl Pve tracked
you at last. Thought you could shake
me, didn’t you?”
It was Trelawney, and before Thornton realized it he was sobbing like a
child on his friend’s shoulder.
"Arthur, God bless you! I hoped
you would never know how far down
hill I have been sliding."
"That fool pride of yours, I know.
Well, I meant to find you, and I have.
Now, the only thing for a man to do
who is sliding down hill is to dig his
toes In deep and begin to climb back

again."
"But I slipped pretty close to the
bottom—today,” replied Thornton, and
then be told Trelawney and his wife of
the untoward events of the day. Gretchen gave a sharp cry and burled her
face In her hands. Trelawney turned
to her quickly, his Ups setting into a
hard line.
man

He sat silent while the

wo-

wept softly, and then, shaking

himself as If aroused from
said:

a

dream, he

“Come, I see a way clearly out of
this. We will lay it all over until tomorrow.”
The next night Trelawney was
high spirits when he entered Thornton’s room.

"Congratulate me, Paul and Gretchen!" he cried. "I am going to South
Africa.”
Husband and wife stared at Trelawney In amazement, and finally Poei
said:
“Going to South Africa! Why. you
said nothing about this Inst night You
surely had no such Intention yesterday.
What Is the meaning of this sudden
Impulse, for such It seems to be?"
"Well, yes. It Is a sudden Impulse,
and as to Its meaning you will learn
that later on.”

a_<biioW

card bearing the name “Arthur Tretawney." Dumfounded, I gazed at the
card ns If It were a message from the
dead. Then 1 noticed some small letters In the lower corner.
They read,
"Formerly Captain Paul Thornton,
tier Majesty’s Ninth Volunteers,”
The door swung open, and a big,
bronzed, heavily bearded man strode
into the room. I gasped with astonishment as he advanced toward me,
smiling, his hands outstretched In
warm greeting.
Despite the changes
made by time and beard, 1 knew him
for Trelawney. Before be could utter
the word* that were on hla tongue I
cried out:
“Trelawney—Trelawney, alive?"
“Yes, very much alive,” he answered
as he wrung my hands.
And then, after be had Insisted on
hearing a brief account of my doings
from the time we lost touch with each
other, he told me hla strange story, and
here it is:
After I left Heidelberg Trelawney
became much attached to a fellow student also an Englishman, named Paul

Thornton.

Thornton was poor and boarded with
Professor Max Braun, who had a

daughter.

Gretchen. Her father exacted a promise from her that she would
not marry while he lived.
She remained heart free till she met Paul Thornton; then It was a case of love at sight
with both. They became engaged, but
hept the engagement secret
Trelawney, who was wealthy, in or
der to be near his friend went to board
■with Professor Braun.
He. too, fell
In love with Gretchen and proposed to
her. For a time she concealed the
avowal, then told Paul. Paul, pained
and shocked, kept the matter to himself till Trelawney told him of hla
love for Gretchen, then announced to
hla friend that be was engaged hlm*elf to Gretchen and that she had told
1dm Trelawney had proposed to her
too.
“It would have been far better, Paul,
It you had told me before." said Tre-

lawney.
T'hornton silently

and
Trelawney knocked the ashes out of
Ida pipe, rose to his feet and held out

Ids hand

to

acquiesced,

Thornton.

“Paul,”
difference

he said, “let this make no
in our friendship, but I
must go away. I can get over It better

alone.”
The next day Trelawney left Heidelberg and the young couple announced their engagement to the profeaaor.
He. to their surprise, consented to a
apeedy marriage, and all lived happily
together till the professor’s death soma
Years later.

“No. Be frank, Trelawney; tell me
Its meaning now."
“Well, Paul, It simply means that
you can remain with your wife.”
“Trelawney, do you mean that you
have enlisted as my substitute and
without my consent?” said Paul.
"Substitute? No, Paul. It will never
be said that Paul Thornton sent another to the front for him, for I know you
would not have It so.”
“What Is this enigma 7" asked Paul.
Introduce
"Let
me
myself—Paul
Thornton of Her Majesty’s Ninth volunteers.
Now, listen to me, PauL I
am making no sacrifice.
It all fits In
perfectly with my plans for the future.”
“But I shall stop you. I shall go to
the war office and’’—
“That will be useless. The war office will not be open until tomorrow,
and by midnight 1 shall be out of London. Paul, nothing can be more to my
liking. Pray do not try to block a
plan which will give me more pleasure
than perhaps I shall ever enjoy again
in my life. I have no ties, no responsibilities.
■use now your own case: w nai
would Gretehen do In a strange country without friends or means of support while you were away? Instead of
that. It pleases me—and you must not
try to rob me of this gratification—that
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Trelawney sail
within the week for America—In fact,
their passage Is already booked on the
The agent sent them the
Lucanla.
tickets by me.”
Trelawney took an envelope from his
pocket and placed It on the table, continuing before Thornton could Interrupt him:
“And Trelawney's solicitor has been
Instructed to send to him In America
only a portion of his Income, and he
has obtained a letter of credit and the
necessary credentials.”
Trelawney placed another envelope
on the table.
“Arthur. I say you shall not do this:"
broke out Thornton.
“Paul." he said slowly, "surely you
will not deny me the great happiness
I shall take in doing this thing for—for
Gretehen ?”
They both looked Into bis eyes and
saw the pleading, and they both knew
that It was for the woman he loved
that he wished to make the sacrifice.
They came to America, where the
new Trelawney sank under the Influ-

of drink and morphine.
Gretehen watched the change In him
with fear. At first her Influence held
him somewhat In check, but at last
even his love for her was deadened by
his excesses. He constantly feared exposure, as If he were guilty of some
ence

great

crime.

After the close of the war Trelawney
remained In South Africa and only recently returned to London, where he
startled bis solicitor as much as be
itartled me It was only then that he
learned of Thornton’s death under bis
name He started at once for America.
His first purpose was to And the
In time he discovered that
widow.
she was working as a saleswoman In
dry goods store and had managed to
support herself comfortably. As may
5e expected, Trelawney married her.
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COUNTY NEWS
SOUTHWEST HAKBOR.
Miss Margaret Walsh, of Brewer, accompanied by her niece, Miss Rose Davis, has
been at the Parker house, Manset, for a
i week, and called on old friends here.
•

Frank Moore and wife, of North Ells; worth, have been here stopping with Ned
Hersey while Mr. Moore was doing some
needed work about the Ped Gilley home-

I
When I was

a

boy 1 live! beside

a

railroad.

There was a bridge across
the river near where I lived, and 1

si>ent a great deal of my time on this
bridge holding a flshpole over the water. I perched myself on an abutment
where I would not be Interfered with
by trains, and when any of the engineers I
knejv came along I would
wave my hand to him, getting a nod
In reply.
There was a time, when I was about
sixteen years old, that a train went
over the bridge carrying an express
car.
The engineer was Josh McCurdy, the best friend I had among the
brotherhood. When I was a little kid
playing about among the switches
where the men were making up trains
be had Jumped from his cab and
yanked me out of the way of a car
that was being backed right on to me.
As I grew older I appreciated what he
had done for me and loved him accordingly. And he loved me the moro
because he bad done It.
In July and August I was usually
fishing on the bridge nearly all day.
One morning when Josh McCurdy’s
train was coming I heard a shot and
But it
saw his train slowing up.
didn't come to a full stop till the engine
and forward cars had got on to thp
bridge. I saw the heads of passengers
thrust out of the windows of the coaches and other evidences of excitement
which convinced me that something
serious had happened.
The shot I had heard, together with
the fact that I knew the train always
carried an express car, suggested to
me that the train had been held up
by robbers. Boylike, I was curious to
see what was going on, besides being
solicitous about my friend the engineer. So, Instead of keeping out of
the way, I went as fast as I could go
over ties and stringers toward the
train. I was not likely to be noticed,
coming from the bridge; but, feeling
sure that my Inference that robbers
were at work was correct, ns I neared
the hissing engine I dropped down on
to some supports below and made my
way along them.
I was now over the bank, which
sloped from the abutment to the river.
I couldn’t see what was going on In or
about the train, but one thing I saw
that set me to thinking. The locomotive and one car—either the baggage
or express—were on the bridge, and I
could look up from under them.
In
those dayB the old fashioned coupling
had not completely passed out of use,
and the cars of this train were linked
together with a pin.
A man was hammering with his fist
at the rear door of the car above me,
but suddenly turned and ran down the
steps and disappeared from my view.
I was not slow In divining that he had
gone for something with which to
break In the door, an ax or a tie/ There
right over my head was the link that
held the car to the rest of the train,
hanging loose. A plan of action flashed through my brain.
Catching a
stringer, I pulled myself up to where
I could reach the pin and pulled It out
Then, lowering myself. I made my
way with a boy’s agility to the cab of
the locomotive and, climbing the steps,
found myself In It alone.
Opening
the valve, I let on steam, slowly at
first but rapidly Increasing the power
till I was well under way.
I expected to die for my act for the
robbers could Jump on to the rear platform of the car, come forward, and I
The reason they
was defenseless.
didn't do this was that they had been
told off for different purposes. Two
were going through the cars robbing
the passengers, one was guarding the
engineer, who had been taken from his
cab, and the fourth man was hunting
for a tie with which to batter down the
door of the express cnr. He did not
see that the car was moving till It had
gone too far to be reached, walking as
he would havo had to do on ties, which
Is a slow process.
■

stead.

Miss Katherine Carroll, who, it was
hoped, was safely gaining health after
hospital treatment, has had a relapse of
nervous prostration, but is now rallying,
though still confined to her bed.
The Congregational sewing circle, by
Invitation of Mrs. Margaret Trundy, went
to "Pleasant Valley Farm” for a picnic.
Showers prevented the out-door lunch,
but the large party spent a pleasant afternoon in,the new bungalow.

had been hauled away and when he
me at the throttle Informed methat In some mysterious way 1 had
saved the treasure for which he was
responsible, as well possibly as his
Without a word he threw his
life.
arms about me and hugged and kissed
me till I thought he would smother me.
Then he fired a few short questions
at me, to which I fired back as short
replies, and the story was told.
We had no fear of being followed
across the bridge, so. pulling up at a
station not far beyond the river, we
telegraphed for Information. The news
came that the robbers had mounted
It was
horses and galloped away.
some time, however, before we received an order to back across and.
when we did, found that no lives had
been lost, though the robbers had got
considerable plunder from the passengers.
Jack McCurdy set an example by
hugging me, and pretty much every
•ne present followed It I was sent for
by the president of the road and asked
what I wanted as a reward for my
feat I said I wanted preferment for
Jack McCurdy. The president smiled
at this and said, “I think I can take
care of both of you.”
And he did. Jack became a division
superintendent and a quarter of a century later I became president of the
road.

°ry

/

Miss Annie" Clark, who taught at Ellsworth Falls last year, baB gone to Princeton, her sister Bessie to Hampden and
Lena Clark and Winifred Carroll to Belmont and Argyle.
Etta Lunt, who was
at Seal Harbor for the season, went to
Holden to teach the next day after coming
home.

Schools open thiB morning. The principal of the high school, Mr. Foster, has
leased the Congregational parsonage and
settled there with his wife and three little
children. All are glad to welcome back
Miss Addie Hodgkins, of the grammar,
and Miss Eva Dearing, of the intermedi- I
ate.
Miss ForBythe is in charge of the
primary school, and Miss Brown, of
Chesterville, is assistant in the high school. I

I'

The Willard W. C. T. U. held its annual

meeting Sept. 11; Mrs. A. W. Clark, leader.
Reports were given, letters and a memorial poem of the departed leader were read.
It was voted that the invalid president,
Mrs. Emily Freeman, retain her office, and
the vice-presidents serve another year, as
substitute leaders. Mrs. Emma Harrison,
one of the convention’s new members, was
present, and was elected, with Miss Carroll, as delegate to the State convention at
Houlton.
tend.

Sept

202

Mrs. A. W. Clark will also atSpray.

12.

From

_

SEDGWICK.
Miss

Evelyn Gray

Bookkeeper

has gone to Anson to

to Treasurer

teach.
Wilbur Ford has moved his family into
J. P. Carter’s house.

Miss Helen Perry, of Newton, Mass., is
a few days here.

For Mr. W. E. P., of Calais, Maine, a Burdett Coltraining has proved a profitable investment.
After graduating from the Business Department, the
College placed him with a large company in Maine.

turned to

Rev. A. W. Smith and family have
Winchester, Mass.

r

Miss Estelle Miles, of Patten, is visiting
her sister, Mrs. F. W. Allen.

a

Miss Elizabeth Husband has returned to
Waterville.

lege

school in

spending

He is

re-

Miss Violet Perkins, who has been in
Penobscot several months, is home.
N.

Dority

ho si nr as Ba They achieve power
the reenlt at actual knowledge,

and

"■0^^

Mrs. Carrie Penney Adams, of Haver-

hill, Mass., is

in town

on a

business

trip.

Saturday.

The Dickie family, which has been

oc-

cupying *‘River View”, has returned to
Lawrence, Mass.
Roy and Lloyd Byard, of Haverhill,
Mass., have been visiting their grandparents, J. G. Eaton and wife.
Miss Bertha Allen, matron of the Newton, Mass., hospital, is with her parents for
She is accompanied by friends.
a month.
Mrs. C. T. Herrick, of Haverhill, Mass.,
formerly of this town, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. M. E. Byard. Her daughter
Martha, and a friend, Miss Bertha White,
came

A good position provided every
Fall term begins Sept. 8

graduate.

Sand for Free View Book

18 Beylatnn St, Car. Washington St, Boston
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Town’s promi-

judge of the
last week, aged

former

county

commissioner
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To Have
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HOW CHILDREN GROW
Children grow by nourishment—not
overloaded stomachs or rich foods but
qualities that are readily converted Into
life-sustaining blood; too often their
digestive powers cannot procure these
qualities from ordinary foods which results
in weakness, dullness and sickness.
If your children are under-size, underweight, catch cold easily, are languid,
backward, pale or frail, give them Scott's
Emulsion which is pure medicinal nourishment.
It sharpens the appetite, builds
healthy flesh, firm muscles ana active
brains.
Scott’s is growing-food for
children. Refuse alcoholic substitutes.

YOUR G"OCER SELLS

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
Tell him nothing e)*e will suit you

to

manage,

economical of
and durable.

fuel, strong

Send us particulars of
your heating problem.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.

Polished Brass.
If brass is rubbed with sweet oil after being polished It will not tarnish bo

aWjtrttsrmnut,

Simple

P.

F.LDRIDOE,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

of

Kennebec county.

quickly.

keep

your house, store, hall
or church warm in the
most severe weather.

Mrs. Ida Staples, of Rockland, is visiting relatives here.
Carlyle Stock bridge is attending high
school at Deer Isle.
Lorenzo Gross and family are guests of
Walters. Joyce and wife.
J. E. M.
Sept. 5.
TO

You

upon them.

A Clarion will

P

ATLANTIC.

nent

are
can

with her.

Sept. 7.

Today

Rdrd
T
UcollegeI

William C. Mosley and family, with
guests, have returned to Needham, Mass.
Miss Marion Wilson will return to
Bethel bible school in Spencer, Mass.,
next

and manager.

as

little daughter
have returned from Northeast Harbor.

Mrs, A.

now treasurer

—

Burdett College atndents receive
The coarse* ere: Applied Bnsithorough training in the ftmda- ness and Management, Business,
mentals at business.
That is why Combined, Shorthand, Secretarial,
they successfully meet ell teats of Normal and Finishing.

municipal court, died
sixty-live years.
John H. Riley, of Bangor, a contracting
1 crossed me unuge wuu ujy eugiue
and one car and was well on the other mason, was killed Thursday by a fall
Bide when, hearing a sound behind me, from a root on which he was working.
1
I turned and saw the express agent
Arthur W. Leonard, a prominent citizen
coming over the coal In the tender. of Oakland, dropped dead Sunday morn- j
He had taken In the fact that his car ing.
Mr. Leonard was the republican ;
saw

«“T
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Pretty

Hair

j.N

if your hair is not as soft and pretty,
fresh and full as that of some
friend, do as she does--give it daily at-

\mores
aShoe Polishes

or as

tention, just the same care you would
give a plant to make it healthy and
beautiful. Luxuriant hair—soft, fluffy,
thick and lustrous—is really a matter
of care. If it is too thin, make it
If it is too dry and brittle,
grow.
soften it up—lubricate it.
If you
nave dandruff it is because the scalp is
too dry ami flakes off.
Parisian Sage, an inexpensive tonic,
which you can get from any druggist,
or from G. A. Parcher, is just what
you need—it softens the scalp, nourishes the hair roots, immediately removes dandruff, and makes the hair
fluffy, lustrous and abundant. Parisian
Sage takes away the dryness, stops
itching head, makes the hair twice as
abundant, and beautifies it until it is
soft and lustrous.
By the use of this helplul tonic any
woman can easily make her hair fluffy,
soft dnd pretty.
The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
ttoie who do advertise.
a
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■SILT EDGE." the only ladies’ shoe dressing that
positively contains Oil. Blacks, Polishes and Preserves ladies’ and children’s shoes,
without
robbing. 25c. "FRENCH GLOSS." 10c.
"DANDY" combination for cleaning and polishing
•Ukindsof russet or tan shoes, 26c. "STAR" size, 10c.
"OUICK WHITE” (in liquid form with sponge quickly deans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, luc. «fc 25c.
"ALBO" deans and whitens DUCK. NUBUCK.
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES. In round white cakes
packed in sine boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome, large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 26c.
If your dealer does not keep the kind you want, fiend us
the price in ataiupB for full else package, charges paid.
WHITTCMORE BROS. A CO.,
20-20 Albany Street, Cambridge, Mann.
The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers el
Shoe Polishes in the World.
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year; $1.00 for »tx
months; 50 cents for three moBikte; If i>atd
KrictlT in advance, $1 50. 75 and S3 cents
respectively- Single copies 5 cents. All arre*rages are reckoned at the rate of $S pet
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The Election
have
been

grown
their estimation.

the
risen

rapidly

in

his

mer-

meagre, indicate
been endorsed

in

that

tbe law

the

has
of

people

I

The voters of the third district certainly agree with Mr. Pattamgall in

own

to

town, where the conditions working

respect;

go back to

They want
Washington.

CONGRESSMAN JOHN A

—

rather, that be did so well.
Post-mortems are useful

showing

what

the

victim

only
died

Now let’s talk about something else.
What do yon know about Mexico?

as

bet which

fluenced

appealed

mass

weakened bis

to an

easily-in-

of voters, and which
candidacy. The mis-

represented mileage-book issue; the
State highway proposition, on which
his position is eminently sound, and
the enforcement dif&cnitiea, of which
he was made the innocent victim,
used against him with an effect
which his splendid business adminiswere

tration was unable to overoome. We
believe he is the best governor ever
-defeated in Maine.
The democratic
defeat

of

press heralds the
Governor Haines as an

endorsement

of

the

Urturps at \ale it
Book Form.
The Yale Unrtvtrally Press. Jiew Haven,
Coon,, iMounces the poMicttios in book
form of the Storrs tee-lorec at Vale by
former Chief-Justice Emery, of Elis worth.
The bulletin says:

democratic

Washington. It is
An analysis of the
no such thing.
wote shows splendid republican gains
all along the line. A comparison of
the republican vote with the State
administration at

TKACH KBS’ INSTITUTE.
Days' Session In K1 is wort hi Interesting and Profitable.
The teachers’ institute, held in Ellsworth
four dsys lsst week, cloeed Friday afternoon.
Tbe plan oo which thit institute
Four

“There doe* exist something, some virtue,
and *<l amble
some
sentiment, howr/er
in
terms, holding men together bn society de
was conducted, s radical departure from I spite their natural sellahncac. and without
would fall u»jmrt. tb ia this virprevious county institutes, seemed to most which they
tue, this ligament of society, that are call
the general aprroval of tbe teachers at-

justice.

tending.
Instead of a program filled by the
teachers themselves largely, tbe day sessions were taken up almost wholly by
half-hour period# by instructor#, much oo
There
the line of the summer schools.
were s few special addresses during
the
day sessions, and special addresses eaah
evening.
The program as announced and printed
in this paper was carried out with scarcely
a

It is with thia definition-that JXidgv- F.nerry
begins his otoervations upon justice. His
opinions are especially valuable- at thia time,
when justice, al way discussed ttmoaghowt the
centuries of hratcry. is more than ever apon
the lips of mew and. as Judge Emory himself
expresses it, “more thane ever used, hat not
always appositely, for proposed political
action.**
The approaching political campaign makes
this severe analysis of the fundamentals of
progress! v ism of a very peculiar tote real and
importance. Judge Emery’s cue-side rat ions
are based upon mature thought aatinged by
party or local ihterests.
Among the aspects of justice wheat* ho eonsiders are:
Theories »» to 'Scare** and
Definitions ofrJostice; ThoProblem of Rights:
Liberty of Action for the QudiviAaal aad its
Equilibrium aith the Safely of Society; The
Best Form of Government to Sc care Justice:
The Interpretation and Enforcement of Constitationa! limitations; and the need for an
Independenhand Impartial Judiciary to Enforce Constikotional Limitation*
\
The anthor^a style is that of an essayist with
a feeling for words and sentence* which ia today as rare aa it is delighrthi.

break.

On the closing day of tbe institute, nt
tbe suggestion of State Superintendent
Smith, there was a business meeting and
officers

were

elected,

but

whether

this

officers succeeds the officers ut
tbe old Hancock County Teachers’ asso•election of two years ago is mislead- ciation, even the teachers I bemselves seam
ing, for then the progressives voted in donbt.
with the republicans, but it is enFollowing are the officers elected;
lightening to note that Mr. Curtis’ President, Snpt. W. E. Clark, Cast me;
T. B. Urindle, Bluevote this year will fall something like vice-president, Sopl.
and treasurer, Miss Elia
hill;
secretary
Plaisted
in
Gov.
of
6.000 behind that
M. Jade, Ellawortb; executive committee,
1912, when he was defeated, while the W. P. Cushman, Northeast Harbor; Irving
combined progressive and republican
Small, Bar Harbor; John A. Soott, Ellavote—the anti-democratic vote—this wortb.
board of

year is about 6,000 larger than Gov.
Haines’ vote two years ago, when he
was

elected.

So much for the splendid endorsement of the national administration.
In the last analysis, the progressive
party is responsible for turning the

Wiwwi

Judge Emery’i

of.

Governor Haines was the victim of a
species of attack, wholly unjnstified,

COUNTY

JU8TICK.”

,‘«OOJiCKRSIJlG

Dot personally,
but
against him
politically—were known, the result
is not surprising.
The wonder is,

reloped

has exploded for all time the argument that it can ever be more than

will be the better when
voters join in its

oouncils.
Those few leaders of the

progressive

party, embittered against their old
allies, more than against the democrats, because they did not follow
them in their star-chasing venture,
will sooner or later ally themselvei
with the democrats, where they rightAnd the republicai
fully belong.
party will be the better when thest
eelf-constituted leaders pull down th<

flag of piracy
baggage to the

and go over
enemy.

bag

an<

Senate committee on
The U. 8.
commerce, which has the river andI
harbor appropriation bill in charge,
off
the
to
suggestion
yielding
the
of
in
view
Wilson
that,
President

condition of the treasury, the waterscaled fifteen of
ways budget better be
million dollars, has begun a

twenty

as to where the
cats could best be made. It is a
of the
pretty safe guess that most
scaling will be on the North Atlantic

systematic Inquiry

and Pacific coasts.
The progressives have had their
first try in a general State election.
It has been demonstrated that they

fruit.

It

show*

of

son

Mr.

amt

1

]

j

Mrs.

eight

j

ifot Salt.
200 Bred Howofor August sad
September farrow, including O, 1. C..
^k'orlt*hires. Poland Chinas. Rases, Chesters,
£tierkshires, and Mulefeet. About W6 young
»oars, two to six months old. O. L C, Poland
I'hinas, Essex. Yorkshires, Chesters, and
jjjSerkahires. Pigs shipped at two maatbs aid
ii n lota to salt purchaser frosn one to a carload.
A'ardo not get fancy prices, and we guarantee
ihipmeut of nice stock. We have approadnnately 6,000 head to select from.
Naw Bss<
L.ass Lava Stock Company, Peabody, Maas.

j
PGR—Nearly

young, wall-broksn
work horses, with or without haraaesss
sAud carts; weiaht about 2.7PO pound#; will sell
8iingle or
together. Also two cows giving a
toed quantity of rich milk. Apply to the
^Jsaib Geanitb Co., Bluehill, Me.
Address
8Hurry, Mr R F. O. No. 2.

j
Hordes—COWS—Two

CYBESTNUT MARE; extra

good

(

and saddler; sold for no fault.
3Batcbilus Cogqam. Bluehill. Me.
5
1910

model
AUTO—One
Lake, Me.

Clesen

I

!

driver

Inquire

THE

nice rout* for mm! 1
avenue-near hardwood
the dust and dirt of
away
streets; shade trees cover the grounds about
the buildings, and the location is health!nl.
A. F. HtfSSSAM
families in Poad
TENEMENTS—Three
and
from

Factory

Moore’s

drug
beat aad toilet.
by Dr. Gibb* Hot
OFFICES
K.
Mrxmw, EH*wo»h
Apply
store*

vacated

w*wr

G.

to

Host.

T)AS8 BOOK No. 710 leaned by the savings
JL
department of the Burrrtl Natiooal
Bank. Ftndirv will please lean* saase with

Bcuuill National Bank, Ellsworth. Maine.

CRAVINGS. Department

pass book No. 749
iasuediby the Bur rill National Bank, of
Ellsworth, Finder will plearo return same
to BcaaiL* National Bank, ef Ellsworth

kl

Ibsiu-

NAK BOOK No*4|MImbM hjf
cock County Savings
Bank. Finder
rsturn to its treasurer. Cbaklus Cl
0MIU.

F

Henry J. Joy. late of KU,worth. ia u
county, deceaaed. A certain Inutrum,,, £7
porting to be the laat will and itia»»,e
raid deerneed. together with pet|tloalw~?
bale thereof, preeenled by Sarah E.Jor do
J,iat

executrix therein mmsd
Will ism R. King, late of Lamoin* u
iha
A certain ioMrutoMta.?
county, deceased
porting to bw the last wili and tnuatiul
Mid deceaaed, together with petition for m*
bate thereof, presented by Clara 0. Kia»
widow of Mid deceased.
Ila«ket Derby, late of Eden, in aaid coast*
deceaaed. A certain instrument pu mortis*
to be the last wili and testament in<j i»5
codicils thereto of Mid deceased, tnwthrr
with petition for probate thereof, p re tented s.
George B. Derby, one of the executors tWreh
named.
Roacoe O. Lord. late of Bluebil!, in
county, deceased A certain i naira meat par
porting to be thw iaat will and tesuwessof
aaid deceaaed, together with petition for w*.
bate thereof, presented by Florence 8 Met*
the executrix therein named.
Sullivan * Steven*, of Eden, in saideoastr
Pi ret account of James Patrick Sullivan, n*.
riving partner, filed for settlement.
Ellen A. Hodgkins. late of Lamoine, ia said
county, deceased. Final account of AddwP
Hodgkins, administratrix, filed for settle,

Pauline Ming, Medora E D Einey.
Helen F Macomber, Ellen McIntyre,
Grace F Maddocks, Carl W Maddocks,
Ray E Moon, Lilia McIntyre, Madeline M
Moone, Tressa Moore, Wesley M Moore,
Sadie Mullan, Alice M MulUn, May M
Milne, Mabel E Morgan.
Emogene Peaalee, Raymond Partridge,
Harold O Plummer, Frances H Pollard,
Pearl Raymond, Ethelyn J Remick, Ada
Richardson, Frank B Richardson, J B
Rollins.
Ruth E Staples, Georgia Sargent, Amy
Sprague, J A Scott, Eva B Springer, Lottie
Smith, Annie Stockbridge, Grace S Stover,

CAPT. A. B. HOLT
ol Goulds boro
One ol Hancock county’s new Bepreaenta-

THIS

rarsons

wj

Regular Price 500.

far

deck
A beautiful young widow sat in
cbair in tbe stern and near bet sat a very
handsome man. The widow's daughter, a
cute little girl of four or five years, crossed
“Wbal’s your;
over to tbe man and said:
name?” “Herkimer Wilkinson.” was the

VI* you married?” “No; I’m a
bachelor.” Tbe child turned to tbe mother
and said: “What else did you tell me to
ask him, mama?”

Good Paint

|

Young.

paint; it is
likely,
are

Machine Valley Fair.
Next week, Sept. 22, 23 and 24, the annual lair ol .the Machine Valley Agricultural association will be held at Mach Las, under new management. The assothe biggest lair ever held1
ciation

promises

the

of

one

only

one

a

doxen; and, very

in

your town—there

You

can

see

tec at

what

one

cnance

there is of

there; perhaps

one

Bart-

of the group

of beautiful Mt. Desert islands
E. E.

Stuart, 19
Wareham St., Boston, Mass.
to

.V my
eraditorgviU^Sg
£» Mlb
lb.

can

pleasant to take and which
depended upon to care the worst
ml constipation, dyspepsia or liver

be

of

core.

ld,

_

trouble.
This remedy is not an ordinary medi
clue. It is the favorite form sis of s wellknown physician, and has the endorsement of hundreds of physioisns of eminence in their
profession, who prescribe
cases

oumc

ealecnber nereoy liyee
admin
he haa been duly appointed
tratar o4 the eetaU o(
gcUl.
^
MARY J. PBTTKB, late of BlaX
VAN*
In the county of Hanoock, deceMedrr
*
given bonds ae the law direct..
«*n.
having demand,
of Mid deceaaed are dealred to l
|ttieU
uk for aettlement, and all
jjmlj.
are requeeted to make

THE

Aluminum
Sixteen ounces of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.

£

ygam*

constipation, dyspepsia

j

j

P**”'"”"^vil

Sept.*, 1914.

..

f1'*“0VJcJ1u“
apPOin“d

.ub.crioer. hereby
““
they have been duly the e.tate«
trator.
D.
B. N. O. T. A. of
|
E
°>
ALEXANDER B. BLACK, l»t«

THE

WORTH,
the county of Hancock.
pen,
given bond. a. the law direct
c>ltie o,
•on. having demand, .g.ionl1"
h ,na<
.aid deceaaed are dealred topnu*™
for eettlement, and all indebted th^^
requeeted to mako
aeOMScan C. JOED...*
Sept. », 1*14.
__—-

d404*^}'

In

Py“4ng‘““„

**”*, J^ldmiiiif
■he haa been duly •PP°‘““,
THE
of the e.tate
tratrtk de bonle
eunecriber nereoy
non

Orders taken for all kinds of Cooking
Utensils. Telephone 76-4 and agent
will call. H. W. Saroejjt, 48 Pine St.

®

»•
Main., <M
IKpl.
,h.
o’clock is Ik. afternoon st
k.ld crouton o>.y attend. prove tketr
bankrep
“T
the
appoint a traekee, eiatnine
***
tranaaei .neb othtr bnainek* a. «ay P
com. before aald meeting.
»
«>««.
WtLU.it E.
Referee In HankropieJEllnronh, Me.. Sept U, lilt.

Each SO cent bottle (Mr. Psrchar sells
it for 25cl contains sixty doses of a medi-

of

HARDING, late
HILL.
d M4
In the county of Hanc°ck dec»M«; fe!.
directlaw
tbe
ae
„,»«
bond,
given
•one
having demand. •*•*“! to
prt»4*
w
of said deceaeed are de.ired
^
i»tbe name for aettlement, end
v
CHARLES A.

the moat.

2 or 3 time* as much as tbe best.
in Machine.
No matter about the-x»t a gallon; that
The lair makes a big leature ol its midas a big
? iBn't it; the cost a y. oare foot; the cost a
way and tree out-door attractions
drawing card, and is unusually strong in job; better yet, th cost a year.
this respect. There will also be a good
There's a whi a education in paint in
card ol races each day.
DEVOE.
this advertisement.
railthe
on
rates
will
be
reduced
Thare
Sell it.
MOEkiSOJt-iiY Co.
road.

j

one

on

in

Bad paint is dearest; middling is dear;
costs

Island,

Apply

hundreds of middling and bad.

another good

lett’s

of land

Srnju*

awd dyspepsia by G. A. Phrcber means the
saving of a few dollars on every f easily A
yearly bill for medirinea.

liver Doable, knowing from experience
that it will make a complete and
lasting

For Sale!
acres

To the creditors of Oo«rtney B.
Stoningtoa. in the county of Hancock
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
XTOTICa la Ixflt; glv-n lh*:

or

^

Several

is cheap; and Devoe is not the only good

Bankrupt.

U in all

xUjumisnmntfc.
_

reply.

Myrle Sleeper.

Mrs LelU E Tripp, Lyda A True, Iva
Treworgy, Nellie M Treworgy.
Fedora Woodworth, Iva A WalU, Hazel:
Weston, Marion R West, Lora C'WatU,
Pbebe D Weasel, Annie B Wilbur, Agnes

Qlan^
POSITION—Middle-aged lady desims position as housekeeper for invalid lady or
I
widower with children. Beference required.
Apply Bos 4ft. Columbia Fsl s, Me.

In the District Court of the United buteulor
the Hancock district of Maine.
In tbe matter of
rn flrtl,irr*p*<Tc
5
Couxtxxy V. Smaix.
>-0.10,713.

The special. hall prioe sale ol Dr. Howard's specific tor the cure of constipation

case

¥

G. A.

Parufcer Price 85c.

treuaarer,
v

Bfreoksyille.

asimxtmuiuh

Bt'SKIU.

tives.

j

TUB

cine that is

please

ment.

MR.

flease
BOOK No. 716bIsaaed by the H«ncock County Saving*
Bank.
Finder
BANK
return
the
Chablk* C.
Us

.7 £!?
J,r
hi
iff

Ana Mercer Btralton. late of Hancock, ia
•aid county, deceaaed.
Petition fiird hr
Charles E. Stratton, administrator, that aa
order be Issued to distribute among the h«ka
at law of said deceased, the smount reasialog in the hands of said administrator, apes
the settlement of bis second account.
Jeaae D. Af wood, late of Bucksyort, in wid
Petition flied by Abbie
county, deceased.
Atwood, widow, for an allowance out cf tie
personal estate of aatd deceased.
Edward W. Ora flam, late ol Sedgwick, >o
•ail county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Lillian F. Oratfam. widow, for an allowance
out of the personal estate of aaid deceased.
Isaac L. Hodgkins. late of Ellsworth, is
i Mid
CARD OF THANK1
Petition mat Mary
county, deceased.
'IIT’E wish to extend our sincere thanks to A. Hodgkins, or some other suitable person
VY oar friends and neighbors woo so be appointed administrator of the estate of
kindly assisted us daring the sickness and said deceased, presumed by Lewis Hodgkins,*
death of our husband and Father, and also for brother and heir of said decease)
the beautiful flora! offerings
Clara B. Lufkin, late of Deer isle, in said
Mhs Kakniic E. Iocro.
county, deceased. First and final account of
Ma. and Mas. Dan tax. Q. Young.
Lucy F. Hamblen, executrix, filed for satt>Ma. and Mas. Gilbert 8. Lbach.
ment.
Ma. and Mas. Arthur E. Moon.
Andrew J. Halls, late of Ellsworth, ia »id
Ma. and Mas. Psnar A- FaosT.
coanty, deceaaed. First account of France*
Ma. and Mas. Frank E Watts.
A. Smith, administratrix, filed for wtuemsot.
Otis. Me., Sept. ?. JtM.
JEROME H. KNOWLF.S, Judge of aaid coart.
A true copy of the original order.
CIBD Of THANKS.
Attest.-T. P. Mahomet. Register.
and Mrs. Robert Abel and family extend their sincere thanks to the neighbors and friends who so kindly assisted them To mil persons- inter** ed in iht. estate here
natter named:
during their late bereavement; also for th*
At a probate court held at Ellsworth. Id sad
many beautiful flowers that wer* given.
for
tbe county of Hancock, on tb*
North 8olllvaa. Sept, it, 1914.
day of .September. a a. I9\i. being so adNOT1CB.
journed session of the September a d. UU
term of said coort.
public is hereby notified, that on and
following matter bavin# been ytafter the 21th day of September a- d.
seated for the action thereupon herein1914, and until further nolle*. the county road
after
indicated, it is hereby ordered. That
leadiDgfrom Franklin to Cherry field, through
notice thereof be given to *JI p-raooa inBiacs’s woods, so called, will he closed to all
terested.
oy causing a copy of this order to be
on
account
of
to
Alder Bro*k
travel,
repair
successively is the
Per ordss
published three weeks
bridge.
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
Board os Selectmen.
ad Ellsworth, in said county, that they «my
NOTICE.
appear at a probate court to be held a; E.lv
worth in said county, os the sixth day of
Is to certify that I have made proin tbe
visions for my children. Blanche A. Hop- October, a. d. 1914, at ten of the clock
it they aee
kins and Allan M
Uopkint. I forbid ail forenoon, and be beard ihereon
causa.
them
on
as
harboring
my account,
Parker Spoflord. late of Bncksport. In said
•hail pay notbiils of thuir contracting after
this dais.
oosnty, deceased. A certain instrument purW. M. Hoskins.
Hull’s Cove, Me.. Segt. S, 19)4.
porting to be the last will and trstamentof
said deceased, together with neutron lor proMAIN STKKET HHIIMIK CLOSED.
bate thereof, presented by Jooa K. Knoelton,
ia hereby, given that after 8ept. the eaecwlor therein named.
uA
Mary E. Delano, lat^of Bockapori, in
IS, the Main at rout bridge across Union
river will bu close-J temporarily for repairs. county, deceased. A certs tu i astro meat purtest meat of
and
will
Isst
ths
to
be
Foot traffic will not bntmerrupted.
porting
sstd deceased, together with, petition lor proF. B. MARDKN,
bate thereof, presented by Chariss M Dr.sno,
Street Commissioner.
the exeeutor therein named.
In ma
Wesley T. Bates, lake of
county. deceased. Petition that Wheeiockt.
suitable
Bates or some other
person he up*
pointed administrator of the estate °fBxk«.
I* SAVES YOU MONEY.
t.
Wheeiock
by
dermased^presented
brother of said deceased.
JJUUJME H. KNOWliES Judge of ssid Court.
A true copy of the orBunal order
Dr. Howard’s. Dyspepsia
Sprclflg;
Atteat:—T. P Mahomv.

BOOK. No 1001
depart tues of the Burr MI National
Bank. Finder will plesae leave same with
Bcbniu National Bass, Ellsworth. Maine.

Douglass.

tel?J-hr
cnuttv.^EK fa-i

cause.

or

sixth Legislature
inquire
into the amoao' of compensation and services
rendered by all Stater and county officials
whose salaries are deter nsinable by the Legls
1sture, give notice that they will give a public
hearing at the court bouse in Ellsworth, on
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER U. 1914,
at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
All persons
interested in the sebjtot mutter of the hearing are invited to be prreent and to express
themselves.
Hcbarst Hl Wing. Chairman.
Lavrkn M. Sanborn, Secretary,

iaaue<Tb^ibeMnings

P^ASS

oft^toSJ?14;-

puhliehed

NOTICE

SLtt.

Grace A Garter, Eunice F Coggins, Laura
E Cleave*, Roxy Curtis, Hazel L Clark,
Hester CUrk.
Olive W Davi*, Eva M Hearing, Frank
E Drisko, Margaret GDrummey, Nellie M

it ■■in.,,

If?

THE

passenger Port* Auto; cheap;
Imgnire of C. L Yiasia.

over

■

1

one

of Swuth Deer Isle,
living grandparents—
^ irand root her
and
Grandfather I^rt.
^Iramdniotber and Grandfather Sfinson,
* w# great-grand moth era and two great8fraudful hers.

of

b>xMt*

Seld.

but voting with the republicans as in- Hatch.
Erma Jordan, Isabel Jordan, Georgia
dependents as a great majority of
them formerly did. And the republi- Jude, Ella M Jude.

right-minded

ripened

DESIRED

till,.',

ub i*uTivilfonaL~
of the seventy^pBE Joint special committee
authorised to

common.

Stinson,

>Maynard

Mrs Jean S Earn ham, Helen M Flood,
Mary Forsythe, Lida G Green, Grace
Gott, Annie Gneve, Mary E Griffin, Mary
A Gay nor.
Phosie E Higgins, Addie F Hodgkins,
themselves with the republican party, I Addie 8 Hart, Edith L Hinckley, Chrolyn
where they rightfully belong, perhaps 1 E Hooper, Sylvia C Hurley, Lenora G
not openly acknowledging allegiance, Higgins, Catherine A Hurley, Christina F-

party

not

and two

Kenneth, little

Those members of the progressive
party who are honestly progressive
will speedily ally
from principle,

these

are

*.

blossom*, and tbe apples
*ire joined together for almost their entire
The apple w*w grown by E. A
*(ewgtb.
L^ermood, of Ellsworth;

that.

can

apple*

twin

and

*

9gem

—

..

liOSM

k perfect specimen of this kind waa
*brought to The American office this
vreek.
Tbe apple (or apples) is of the
JIflomn Strawberry variety,, well de-

Tbe following teachers and superintendents registered daring the institute;
Mrs W S Austin.
Marcia E Bragdon, Helene Beualty,
Roeie Bowden, Beulah Bethel, Effle A
Baker, Mary H Buck, Pauline BUnch-

State over to the democrats. It has
proven a very efficient aid society to
the democratic party. This election

PETERS.

Re-eiecied by voters of Third Maine District.

Mr. Peters

IF

To all parsons int*raat*<l in
01 ....
"»»•
t»to, hereinafter n,nwi:
At. probate court belli at
Ell,worth
for the coanty ol Hnneo I
on u»
bt
day of September, n, <1. ;,f4
following mailer, haring been
armed for the action thereon, i_ >>
after indicted, it i, b- -ebr
aotice thereof he glren to «
prrvja, 1‘•*l
reterf. by earning a copy
three week, «uccr,.
'H
Kil,worth American, a new,paw,
**4
at Kllaworth. in aaid
appear at a probale court to' he be d
worth in aaid county, on the .i,ih a.,
tober. a-d. t»U. a, ten
I the clock
Si
forenoon, and be braid thereon il th„
1 "*

l»

by

e

■*

»
Kluvostm, Mains,
Board or Aldbsmsn,
J
Date Sept. ?. IMi 1
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered
that notice thereof be given by publishing a
ropy of said petition and this order thereon
In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in the city of Ellsworth. Maine, and
thereon be given at the
that a hearing
Mayor and Aldermen’s room, in Hancock
Hall building, on the fifth day of Octoat
which
m..
at
7 9> o'clock
ber.
p.
time and place residents and owners of
property upon the highways to be affected
by the granting of the permit applied for. and
all other persons interested, shall have full
why such permit
opportunity to show cease last
should not be granted, the
publication of
•aid notice to be at least fourteen (14) days
before said bearingA true copy of petition and notice thereon.
Attest:-dL A. CONNINohaw.
City Clerk.

Crrr

Maine.

one

“v-'

_

The returns on the referendum vote
tbe public utilities law, though

ditions, that his plurality in Ellsworth
Here

ought

on

He carried every
county in the district.
Some surprise has been expressed,
by those unacquainted with local con-

larger.

hold office. The preseems to be that he

chant marine.

district has

F

2^S“- MrUas.
^

n/n-

rriBR New England Telephone and TeleI graph Companv respectfully petitions
the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of the Ctty
of Ellsworth. Me., tor a location for it* role*
and wire* thereon, and the necessary irp
porting and strengthening fixtures and w zee.
In the follow mg-named street* and highway*
of said city.
Said compear agrees to reserve space for
one cross arm at the top of all the above pc lee
for telephone, fire alarm and poiice eisnal
wire*. owned by the city and used for monici
pal purpose*. Bald pole* to be erected under
the supervision of such officers as said city
may designate.
Following are the street* and hlghssny*
above referred to
Union street, entire length.
Date August ir.Itl*.
Nbw Emuro T*LKt>not>* and
r»u<'**rH Company,
Bv Geo7H. Dresser,
General Superintendent of Pleat
By D. T. 8.

It has taken the greatest war in history to convince a lot of our western

A. Peters, of Ellsworth, by a plurality
of approximately 2,000, or about four
times that of last year.
Mr. Peters,
as his personal acquaintance with the

;

NONE BETTER
MIDK

>Otl£tS.

NOTICE.

a man

and southern friends that we
to have an efficient American

TERMS

I I I I I M-l I I I I I I I M I I >1 »

£ptfl<ll

1917. There are several candidates in
the field.

crats have carried
the Sta^e, and
elected one congressman.
Hancock county, and Ellsworth in
particular, feel especially gratified at
the re-election of Congressman John

throughout
larger, has

appoint

1888

OEMENTT^MrS'S

S, J.
V-.'V'V^V

would hold office until the first day
of January following tbe next biennial election, or until January 1,

Honors are divided. The republicans
have carried Hancock county and
elected three congressmen; the demo-

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASV PAYMENT

It rests with Governor Hainea

pointee would
vailing opinion

counted.

ESTABLISHED

■« tt» Matk liaa Iran a Start
OMast art last tataHsra Mm.
t.,
Sheet Mosic' and Music Book*. Motocvcles, Bicycle,. Sewin.
Machine*. Victor and Edison Talking Machines, Typewrite™
Vacoam Cleaners, Poet Card* ot local views.

I | M I I I I I

to the office at once,
but there seems to be some difference
of opinion as to how long such an ap-

SEPT. 16, 1914.

votes

not

I

the

With election out of the way, attention now turns to tbe vacancy on
tbe board of county commissioner!
caused by the death of Capt. Henry J.

2,677

Reliable MUSIC ST ORE!

Always Reliable, AIwav* C|>-to-date, Always Alive to Customers‘"’Intercets. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

application.

to

was

■

republican party.

This week’s edition of The
Joy.
American is 2.600 copies.

voters

The

The road np leads into

down.

Rates—Are reasonable and will be

known on

The

democrats.

hard-pan in the
They are still going

special election.

Business communications should be addressed
»o, and all checks and money orders made pay
•ole to The Haxcock Courtt Pcblishibo
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

Average

the

did not reach

they

rear.

Advertising

oid

farther falling off of forty per cent,
in the progressive vote in Hancock
county from last year prove# that

Manager.

H. Titcb, Editor and

fBoacr»p*ioc Price—$2.00

year ago in the third con-

State over to

BT THB

COUNTY PUBLISHING OO

-—5;

was

districts were not satisfied—they had
to find oat for themselves. Incidentally they succeeded in turning the

AT

HANCOCK

a

This

greesional district, bat the other three

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
rClLUISD
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A

third.

hopeless

a

thereto

are

requeetod to__make
No*.

mediately.
Sept. », 1*14.-

Tike proceealon of loa’
ad
right along, headed by
THE AMERICAN.
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t

•Elected

VOTE OF HANCOCK
COUNTY, SEPTEMBER 14,1914.

(Long Island PI

SScaerttitmtnts.

received.)

not

_

«

/

3

«

§ 8 1 |
<<£»

1

For OotHtmor:
Haines, rep.. ®

°35S--S®'a
5 1 1
I I <5 S
sj £ S 53s a 5

,® 221 S ]®i “23 .12
100

c.M'5^.“ooS5oa'■^a,
^£* 5 E s
^

5*

I

g = = S Stt§
£ 5Sa 533

=

3

®

U

£

3§£«&I££*£££m

£ a S

80 20 97 26 385 442 133 146 127 67 28 217 125
7 94 84 81 58 132
24 16 137 12 418 412 89 136 68 30 16 125 106 14 86 68 66 267 108
19 35 14 61 43
13 17
4 11 o* 9 23 3 31 29
4 29
10

27 74 19 72 28 9 31 56
8 68 53 64 31 31 11 69
5 2
1 3 3 8 4

5
9
4

..

for State Auditor:
(
CaUshan, rep.. 40 9 163 68 189 103 73 80 23 98 26 409 472 133 147 128 57 28.220 129 7 94 87 62 60 138 27 74 19 72 26 9 31 66
13 16 129 77 186 72 100 24 13 136 12
•SnUivan, dem
398 389 88 132
69 30 16 122 105 14 86 66 60 268 132 8 68 53 53 31 31 11 60
Goodrich, prog. 9 87 14 93 15 32
19 35 14 63
11 13 17
4 27
5 11 3
9 22
3 31 29
5 2 1 4 3 8 4

7

..

16
•£urtis,_dem^.
Tiardner, p.og.

16 130 ,, 188
9 87 14 96

18

31

..

..

..

..

For Congrestman:

"£••:•••.
pattangftll, dem.

5
10

Thompson, pro*.

q
9

IS SS J2
11
21
86 H
15 So I?
16 32
m

m

For State Senators:
•Chatto, rep. 40 9 160 67 184
•Scammon, rep. 40 9 160 68 184
Harmon, dem. 13 18 129 ,6 18o
Sherman, dem-"-. 13 18 13J 76 186
Beujamin, prog. 9 87 14 93
Emery, prog. 9 86 14 93

109
102
69
70
14

13

51 23 »7 20 420 470 133 146 127 68 28
23 13 137 12 389 386 86 136 04 30 16
19 36 14 63 35 13 18
6 11 3

212 131 7 94 89 60 61 137 27 73 19 72 28 8 30 66
129 104 14 86 66 57 259 132 8 67 63 53 31 32 13 60
1 4 3 8 4..
9 21
3 31-29 3 24 10 5 2

..

72 52 22 97 26
70 69 20 97 26
99 32 13 138 12
97 24 15 136 12
37
19 38
30
21 35
..

..

..

..

360 456 134 147 126 67 28 218 128
7 93 84
331 463 142 147 128 57 28 218 128
7 94 87
400 400
86 135
67
105
122
14 86 66
413 398 80 135 66
127 106 14 87 59
60 44
10
6
3
9 23
3 31 29
143
46
6 11 3 10
22 3 31 29
12
....
....
..

82 59 136
62 66 138
56 272 101
66 266 100
3 21
3 19
...
...

27 65 19 67 26 9 31
27 82 19 71 26 9 31
7 90 53 57 31 31 11
8 72 53 54 31 31 11
1 4 3 8 4
5
5 2 1 4 3 8 4

..

8
3

..

...

..

7 3451
6

..
..

..

7

..

7 3344

..

5

3048
018

56

7

3237

56
80

8
8

7

Sept. 22,

696

7

..

399

3062

4....

296

!

60

7

..

1
1

3

..

..

..

23 and 24.

ENTIRELY NEW MANAGEMENT

The Best Fair in Washington County this Year

202

7 3227 192

..

6
5

..

MACHIAS FAIR

7 3257 263
6 2994
643

..

big

the:

£

«

3 2
S 3

«

3036
3001

j

Big Free Attractions

577
668

The Wonderful
The Marvelous Japanese Troupe
Acrobatic Zulus—The Hay wagon Rubes.
—

For County-Attorney:
•.Mason, rep.
dem.

Hurley,

J?8 103 73 88 28 M 31 419 393 142 147 120 56 29 222 133 7 93 87 68 64 141 28 75 19 71 26 10 33 66
13 17 129 S5
76 183 71 99 26 14 139 12 403 466 81 135 69 31 14 122 104 14 87 66 50 263 98 7 68 63 64 31 31 11 60

For Judge of Probate:
•Clark, rep. 40 9 183 68 187 103 73 60 22 98 26 477 450 138 147 127 67 27 171 129 7 94 87 83 69 140 27 79 19 72 25 9 31 58
Knowles, dem. 13 17 129 76 189 71 160 24 14 136 12 349 398 86 136 68 31 16 176 106 14 86 56 58 259 101 8 68 53 53 31 31 11 60
19 35 14 47 45 13
1 4 4 8 4
Giles, prog. 8 87 14 90 ... 32
6 11 4
6 22 3 31 29
3 27
6 2

7

220 129 7 94 87 63 60 156 32 7*19 70 24 9 31 58
123 106 14 86 56 59 259 88 8 68 63 55 33 30 11 68
7 22
3 31 29 2 27
5 2 1 4 4 8 4

6
9
3

For Sheriff:
•Silsby, rep. 48 17 154 67 215 101 74 57 32 98 30 409 487 138 146 129 57 33 219 129 11 95 84 63 54 137 29 75 19 72 27 8 34 55
Snow, dem. 5 12 129 75 167 72 99 27 7 138 11 387 372 81 136 66 31 10.123 106 11 84 59 57 274 102 6 67 53 52 30 29 10 60
16 33 12 69 36
Wood, prog. 5 89 14 77 15 31
6 11 3
9 22
2 30 28
3 16
6 1 1 4 3 8 2 1
13

9
7
2

..

..
..

..

...

..

..

...

For County Com’r
•Allen, rep. 40 9 163 68 130 103 73 59 19 98 26 396 433 136 151 128 57 28 279 129 7 94 87 63 61 138 28 80 19 74 26 8 31 56
Maddocka, dem. 12 16 126 76 138 71 100 25 17 136 12 408 415 86 131 69 31 15 68 103 14 86 55 57 257 102 8 63 63 67 31 24 11 60
19 35 14 60 42
6 11 3
13
6 22
3 31 29 3 27 ... 6 1 1 4 3 16 4
Lowell, prog. 9 87 14 196 15 32

7
8

For County Treasurer:
•Blalsdell, rep. 40 9 162 69 183 103
Heath, dem. 13 16 130 76 183 71
Burrill, prog. 9 87 13 96 15

7
8

..

..

REPUBLICANS CARRY COUNTY
AND DEMOCRATS THE
STATE.
1

HOUSE

Morse,

Shepherd,
Gardner,

—

Goodrich,
Congressman:

the democrats carried the

very

close,

tbe
a

Pattangall,
•Plummer,

Chatto,
Scammon,

with

HarraoD,
Sherman,

11, tbe democrats leading in tbe House
75 votes, while the republicans have
70 and the progressives 5 and tbe vote in
In

joint

session

|

this

give the democrats 88, and the republicans 87, progressives having 5 and 1
would

in

Benjamin,
Emery.
County Attorney :
Hurley.
Mahoney,

republican by ! Smith,
Probate:
pluralities varying from 100 to 100, elect- Judge
Clark,
ing all county offloers, two senators and
Knowles,
Giles,
four of tbe seven representatives.
The
Registry Deeds:
progressive vote in Hancock county was
Emery,
Leland,
^educed from 1,001 last year in tbe special
Means,
head
of
to
613
this
for
the
election,
year
the ticket. In Ellsworth tbe progressive ; Sheriff:
Silsby.
vote ol last year was Just about cut in two
j Snow.
went

128 129 55 40
128 129 55 40
119
85 63 41
85
118
63 41
2
11 25
12
25
2
..

..

121
130
10

59 43
57 39
2
15
..

128 126 55
119
84 63
11 27
111 124
88
134
14
10

58
59

41
40

2
40

..

MOUTH OF

a

Adelia Barron has gone to Castine to attend the normal school.
William Kemp, wife and children, of

Bangor,

visited his parents Sunday.
Miss Grace Carter has returned from
West Pownal and gone to Lakewood to
teach.
D. G. and Elmer Trueworthy are builda silo.
Irving Stackpole is also build-

ing
ing

one.

Willard Treworgy and Mrs. Jane McFarland are visiting their sister, Mrs. 8.

P.

Stackpole.

Persia Meader has returned to Hancock,
H., after visiting her parents, J. C.
Meader and wife.
Mrs. H. K. Seeds has returned to Portland. Her sister, Mrs. Ray Gaspar, and
baby went with her for a visit.

atrfjmisnnrntfl.

get rid of humors
AND AVOID SICKNESS
Humors in the blood cause internal derangements that affect the
whole system, as well as pimples,

boils and other eruptions, and are
responsible for the readiness with
which many people contract disease.
For forty years Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been more successful than
any other medicine in expelling
humors and removing their inward
and outward effects.
Get Hood’s.
No other medicine acts like it.

THE

116 428
79 435
4
31
100 450
92
398
5
45

42

93
98

2

5

..

•.

85

!

!
84

56
53

72

423
425
41

7

52

2

43
39
3
2

104 487 115
90 372
27
36
5

88

100 433
94 415

45
8
1

39
43

..

26

5

42

93
99

410
26

2

5

81

89

10

353
96
399
12 99

Sedgwick
StODington..
...

Class 5
Eastbrook...
Franklin....
Gouldsboro
HancockSullivan.
SorrentoWinter Hbr.

186
148
131
128
26
51

644
Class 6
Wescott
Bluehill.
219
Brooklin....
69
Brooksville
1C4
96
Penobscot...
69
Surry.

99

14

4

14
38
12

5
9
6

Class 7

Cranberry I.

39

Lamoine
Mt Desert...
S W Hbr.
Swan’s 1.
Tremont....

58
120
74
23
78

46

RIVER.

125
Eaton
14
13
17
4
35
5
1
89
Heath
33
14

82

16
38

54

4

..

..

666

Admission

7 3309 365
5 2944
712

..
..

7 3250 175
6 3075
627

..
..
..

day evening by

Advances.
changes of note are recorded^in retail prices in Ellsworth this week. There
a

Creamery butter, ft.
Dairy butter, ft.
Eggs, dor.

40042
85338
35
18®22
20 330

$12.00g$14.00

Potatoes, pk.

20

Beets, bunch.
Carrots, bunch.
Cucumbers, each.
String beans, pk..,—.
New cabbage, ft.
Sweet potatoes, ft.
Onions, lb.

05

Squash.
Turnips.

03
02
18
04
5

05
01
15
02
04

....

Green

03

doz.

corn,

Ripe tomatoes, lb.
Green tomatoes, pk.

49
53

A

40050

FEW STAPLES.
09

12$

Tea, lb.
Cream of tartar, 1b.

09
80 338
40 365
80

Molasses, gal...

45365

bag (2$bu).

old friends here Saturday.
Walter Wells, wife and little daughter
Fearl have returned to their home in Dorchester, Mass., after a few weeks’ visit
with Mrs. Wells’ parents, D. F. Closson

on

and wife,
Lewiston

husband

The cottages are all closed, with a few
exceptions. Fred E. Clark and family, of
Washington, D. C., left Saturday. Mrs.
A. a. Noyes, Mrs. George A. Nutter, M.
Quinn and family left Sunday.
Thomas I. Cragsman and Mrs. Blanche
M. Boyce, of Bangor, were married rerecntly.
Mrs. R. S. Spencer has moved to Augusta to live with her son, Bert Spencer.
The water in the lake is the lowest ever
known. For over a month Capt. H. F.
Lord has been unable to use his launch.
Herbert Moore and wife entertained a
of mail clerks and their wives Sat-

party
urday.

Miss Kittie
Kate Poore and
Sargent, of Boston, Mrs. Harry C. Lord, of
East Holden, and Mrs. Herman Robbins,
of Ellsworth, were guests of Capt. H. F,
Lord and wife Friday.

the

all, she
told many of the little personal incidents of her visit, giving her audience a
touch with the performance that one does
not read in books. Special music was furnished by the choir.
made

a

deep impression.

Best of

There were many friends of Mrs. DeLaittre present, quite a number being
former

pupils

when she

taught

school in

At the close of the

parts
service she had an informal reception,
which, while impromptu, was none the
less cordial or appreciative.
Next Sunday evening the service will be
in the auditorium, and there will be a
baptism at the close of the service.
years ago.

aiiucrtiannrnto,
ItUEUMA ACTS QUICKLY
The first day you start to take Rheuma
the uric acid poison begins to dissolve and
leave the

joints

sore

and

muscles.

action is little less than magical.
a

Its

50 cents

suit,

which

win?”

party

“The

do you think

devil

the
law-

would

unquestionably,”

re-

the

“Because
on

says:

“I

was

rheumatism,
Rheuma.

by

a

Previous to that I

ple, walking

on

crutches.”

would have all the

Ellsworth For'.
Hancock County Ports.
Franklin—Sid Sept 10, sch Portland Packet,
Boston, Mass
West Sullivan—Ar Sept 13, sch Mabel Ooss
South Harbor—Ar Sept 12, sch Dorothy G
Snow (Br) from Digby, N S
Ar Sept 13, schs Rhoda Holmes and Vineyard, lumber laden, Provinces, for western

was

a

crip-

An

Opportunity

at

HIGGINS
Young: People

to

Prepare

ondary school.

Model

schools

in

Insti-

tute building for practical training, presided over by experienced teachers.
Special attention given to College Preparatory and English Scientific Courses.
Send for catalogue to Principal, Charleston, Me.
The opening of the school has been postponed to Sept. 22, to allow completion of
new

dormitory.

BORN.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal avtention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Telephone 6—5.

THE—

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.

CLARION.

Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Correspondence Solicited.
“Clarion”, it is
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.
tqjneet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
ELLSWORTH
Bangor. Sold by
and Bath Rooms.
Steam
nace—if it is a

MARRIED.

sure

J. P.

Fox

ELLS—BILLINGS—At Ellsworth, Sept 10, by
Rev T S Ross, Miss Lena M Ells, of Surry, to
James A Billings, of Bluehill.
At Surry, Sept
FULLERTON—CARLISLE
12, by Julia A Chatto, J P, Mrs Celia Fullerton to Levi T Carlisle, both of Surry.
—

caught

H. B. ESTEY A, CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Kstey Building, State St..

Trapping

Bray, Orland, Me.,
24
fox, 34 mink;

North
Thomas Callahan.
Monroe, N. H., caught 23
fox with Page methods.
Stamp for testimonials and
Warranted
land,
terms.
Bait and
water, snow sets.
scent in pint jars, for sale bv
EDGAR R. PAGE, Orland,
Maine.

*■* A ¥
NO W ArtHKt.
Ml kinds of laundry work done* tu short notice.
Goods called lor and delivered.
sf O

Ellsworth.

Commission

«

ffletrijants!

'1

HASKELL-WALTON—At Ellsworth, Sept 9,
by Rev T 8 Ross, Mrs Ethel E Haskell, of
West Sullivan, to James M Walton, of

JiraftBBianal (S-atfie.

North Sullivan.
ROBERTS—ELLIS-At Bar Harbor, 8ept 9,
by Rev James D O’Brien, Miss Mary Frances
Roberts to Edward Ellis, both of Bar Harbor.

2\lic ehTsc

BEAL— At Bucksport, Sept 10, Eben N Beal,
aged 42 years.
BROWN
At North Sullivan, Sept 8, Mrs
Minnie Abel Brown, aged 28 years.
GRAY—At Orland, Sept 13, Annie, widow of
Abram E Gray, aged 72 years, 11 months, 23

Laundry

ELDRIDGE,

Mam Street,

Walter
BOYCE—CROSSMAN-At Holden, Sept 3, by
Rev J H Greenly, Mrs Blanch M Boyce to
Thomas C Crossman, both of Dedham.

—

1.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

CLEVELAND—At Deer Isle, 8ept 8, to Mr
v.
and Mrs Guy L Cleveland, a daughter.
COLSON—At Franklin, Sept 6, to Mr and
Mrs Emery Colson, a son.
HIGGINS-At Lamoine, Sept 1, to Mr and
Mrs E E Higgins, a son.
PEASE—At Brooklin, Sept 6, to Mr and Mrs
H M Pease, a daughter. [Esther Elizabeth.]
YORK—At Bluehill, 8ept 4, to Mr and Mrs
Warren C York, twin sons.

days.

for

teaching profession. A two-years’ TeachTraining Course open to any who have
completed two years at any high or secers

port

DIED.

very bad case of
using two bottles of

cured of

he

his side.”

MARINE LIST.

bottle of Q. A. Parcher.

Judge Barhorst, of Port Loramie, Ohio,

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Plnkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

Classical Institute

a

why?”
lawyers

great character portrayals being especially fine. She held the interest of the congregation to the close,
and her reverent narratal of the story

..

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

for

asked, “suppose

he

parson and the devil should have

presence, and seemed at home on the platform. While she disclaims any thought
of lecturing, her “talk” was really a fine

references to the

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

“Now, doctor,”

“Ah!” chuckled the
minister.
plied
young lawyer. “And will you tell me

description of the Passion Play as it impressed her during her visit in 1910.
With words fitly chosen she sketched
the scenes of the great production, her

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

young lawyer didn’t like the minister, and so he thought to corner him.

Passion Play. And they were delighted.
Mrs. DeLaittre is a woman of pleasing

these

green lake.

on

Smith & Head.

1 60

476

C. P. DeLaittre give her talk

BY

ELLSWORTH

50 355

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, ft.

Oats,

to hear

FOR SALE IN

FRUIT.

Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz.

25 350
Native veal, ft.
18330
Native lamb, tb.. .25§85
Salt pork, ft.17
FLOUR. FEED AND GRAIN.
$7.00 37.50
Flour, bbl.
7.5038.00
fancy brands, bbl.
1 95
Corn, bag,(wnole, cracked or meal,
1 80
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,

100

came

..==

I---r-—

..

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.

68

those who

days, $1.00—Vehicles,

25c

25c.

Rates On All Railroads.

Low

..

..

Racing

Adults, 50c; Children Under 15,

—

All three

Beef, ft.

Talk by Mrs. C. P. DeLaittre.
was filled last Sun-

Mrs.

Her

..

Horse

Splendid

7 3369 408
6 2961

..

Merry-go-round

595

VEGETABLES.

The Baptist church

Mrs. Mary Closson went to

••

Fowl, 1b.

2

387
Small
45
31
230

557
Rumill

..

Oceanwave and

3043

Chickens, ft.
Hay, loose, ton.

3

456
Littlefield
105
75
71

notordrome,

5

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

611

26

7 3194 151

..

slight advance in flour. Butare still in light supply.
Following are retail prices:

8

423
Oerrish
12
8£
135
62
88
9
64

..

ter and eggs

Wasgatt

235
Holt

All Base Ball Games in Forenoon

No

has been

Morang

8

6 3045
676

••

Prices Remain Firm, With but Few

269

367
Lord
12
16
399

The Incomparable flidway
Tent Shows in Abundance
Numerous Games of Skill

The

School began to-day; Miss Flood, of
Ellsworth Falls, teacher.
Mrs. Zelma Wilson, of Ellsworth, called

Mrs.

182
23
21
31
12

187
94
12
98
26

887

Fullerton and daughter
Mildred went to Sullivan last week in
company with her brother, A. E. Closson.
Miss Edna York and Miss Hattie Saunders spent a lew dtys here with Miss
York’s lather, W. W. York.

winter.

136

133
Haskell
130
55
83
59
30
70
234
40
Returns not received

42

Grace

Monday for the
will join her later.

497
Scott
82

Class 4
Deer Isle....

...

442 32

3

39

18

348

Crosgrove Snowman

392
Class 3
Beckwith
Amherst.
41
Aurora.
9
353
Ellsworth]...
26
Mariaville...
Otis
5
Trenton.
19
Waltham28
No 33..
7
No 21.
9

L I Plant-

Mrs. Herbert Look end her three daughters, who have spent the summer here
have returned to South Boston.
Mrs.

%.

77 393
138 465

90

McGiliicuddy,

Arthur Moran is in Presque Isle for

43

104 456
101 453
92 400
91
398
44
6
6
45

130

..

few weeks.

30

\

!

DOLLAR Dl OWN.

442
412
31
2

..

143 139 58
106
78 59
5
3
16
—84 lor Lawrence last year to 13 for the
Savage,
20
9
head of the ticket this year, and only 35 I Wood,
Commissioner:
County
for congressman. C. L. Morang, the pro126 118 51
Allen,
89
66
121
gressive candidate for representative, of
Maddocks,
16
5
2
Higgins.
course ran far ahead of his ticket, receiv26
10
Lowell.
ing 98 votes in Ellsworth.
County Treasurer:
Mr. Curtis’ plurality for governor is
119 116 43
Blaisdell,
97
74
129
Heath,
about 3.300.
5
16
2
Fernald,
10
23
Congressman Hinds, republican, in tbe
Burrill.
Orst district, received a plurality of 600; Representative:
90
94 49
Beckwith,
democrat, in the second
84
62
119
Lord,
district, 5,500; Peters, republican, in the ! Morang,
45
25
7

third district, about 2,000; Guernsey, republican, in fourth district, 2,500.
The socialist and prohibition vote in
Hancock county were negligible quantities, and are not included in the tabulated returns printed herewith.

i

128 131 56 41 100 472
85
52
41
92 387
119
27
16
5
3
8
1
1
1.
11
11
25
2
3

|

•

S

Clerk Courts:
Stuart,

county

W
»*
0
0-^3

h

113 112 49 42
117 102 68 40

Mason,

doubt.
Hancock

b

Senators:

ol 17

to

district is tied.

0

h

0

..

IJKmerson.
Thompson,

republivote

0

M M

132 135 59 41 103 470
89
386
115 85 57 40
18
5
3
3
27
1
1.
9
18
2
6
35

Peters,

congressman.
Latest returns indicate that the State
one

controlling tbe Senate by

0

^

—
—

..

Callahan,
Sullivan.
Knemark,
Lane.

The republicans carried
Hancock county and elected three con-

Monday.

legislature will be

lO

*0

Auditor:

divided in the State elec-

gressmen, while

0*

■C

126 118 56 40 102
92
62
41
91
128
16
5
8
3
4
l
1.
6
2
10 25

Haines,
Curtis,

DEMOCRATIC.

State and elected

09

*0

Governor:

HANDSOME MAJORITY—STATE SEN-

were

«•

T3

»•
0

—

Honors

•*

•o

Class 1
Morrison
Eden.
385
Class 2
Ricker
141
Bucksport...
Castine.
89
Dedham
24
Orland.
128
Verona.
10

300

j

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Rep-* /—Dem-x /-Prog-s
Pineo
Babbidge

■

CONGRESSMAN PETERS RE-ELECTED BY

REPUBLICAN;

VOTE FOR REPRESENTATIVES IN HANCOCK COUNTY.
(Excepting Socialists and Prohibitionists)

The vote in Ellsworth is given in detail
by wards below:

3346

..

..

3

...

IN ELLSWORTH.

HONORS DIVIDED.

ATE

138 147 127 57 28 220 127 6 94 87 63 60 142 27 74 19 72 26 9 31 56
68 30 14 122 106 15 86 66 67 268 89 8 68 53 53 32 31 11 60
81 136
5 11 3 10 23
12
6 2 1 4 3 8 4 ..3 31 29 3 21

72 80 11 98 28 383 410
99 24 6 136 12 421 442
33
37 35 14 66 42

7

7
6

..

3

..

263

..

3353
3090
633

..

..

8
3

..

...

7 3330 236
5 3096

..

8
3

...

For Register of Deeds:
•Emery, rep. 40 9 164 69 182 103 74 60 24 98 26 401 423 142 162 127 66
Leland, dem. 13 16 129 76 188 72 99 24 12 137 12 413 425 81 130 66 30
19 34 14 61 41
5 11
Means, prog. 9 86 13 93 15 31
12

one

..

7

..

cans

..

For Clerk of Courts:
•Mahoney, rep.. 36 9 162 68 187 104 72 60 23 98 28 371 428 135 147 130 68 28 219 129 7 94 86 66 60 136 27 73 19 72 23 9 31 66
Stuart, dem. 17 18 131 75 185 71 101 24 13 137 12 384 435 87 134 65 31 16 124 104 14 86 57 74 268 107 8 68 53 64 35 31 11 80
19 35 14 106 31 13
Smith, prog. 9 85 14 90 15 32
6 11 3
9 22 3 31 29
1 27
5 2 1 4 3 8 4
..

tion

7
8

ott

wrYti nglYccou ntTn

OiND
t yp e
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union 8afe Deposit & Trust Co., ol Portend, tor furnlsblng Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
Advertisers in THE AMERICAN
capturing the trade.

are

WANT

Liye

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

\

COUNTY NEWS

Mrs.

to-day;

Irving

K. Springer, who has spent a lew
days at doom, haa returned to Dexter.
W.

Mrs.

Margaret Milliken, who has been
her

Portland, is home.
Mrs. Carrie Bridge*, of Weehawken,
N. J., has been visiting her old home here.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her granddaughter, Mrs. M. E.
son

They made the trip

in

Noyes spent tbe week-end
Miss Dorothy Gilley at Northeast
Harbor.
Mrs. Ellen Stanley is borne from Boothwest Harbor, where she has been the past

two months.

Mrs. 9usie Springer spent last week in
Dexter.

visiting

last week.

antomobile.

in

Mrs. Maud King and

son

Pearl

were

Bangor, Charleston and Old Town
week, returning Friday.

in

last

will make their home with her mother,
Mrs. Ira Page, for a while.

COUNTY NEWS.

on

J. Cullinen, of Green bush, Mas*., ia visiting friends here.
Miss

Gladys

Lent

is

spending

a

few

a

Miss Sarah Hadley, who has been
ployed at Someeville is home.

_

PHETTY MARSH.

Curtis Durgain

Thursday

Gold Lurvey and children have
visiting relatives st Hall's Cove sad
Bar Harbor.

spend

a

came

week

from Bangor
at her old

I

He;. John R. Thurston and daughter
of Worcester, Maw., visited their
cousins, John and Elia Thurston, recently.
A. Q.
Sept. 13.

Belle,

WALTHAM.

Dyer,

Mia. Madeline Jordan
baa
atudiea in Pittsfield.

Mrs. J. T. Freeman, who has spent tbe
with Mrs. Newell, has returned
to Boston.

te^”1

Frank W. Dunbar has returned to Port*
land after a week at borne.

Dwigbt and Robert Domanski, of New
Miaa Hulda Woodward
York, are guests at Edward West’s.
ha,
ro*i
from a vlait In Bangor.
Miss Emma C. Ward well spent a week's
M'KINLEY.
Mra.
Harry Rhodes and daughter el.
vacation here before going to SomesviUe
Mrs. Dors Martin ia visiting in Porthave been with Mrs.
Rhodes’ parent.’
to teach.
land.
lard Haalam and wife,
through
Mrs. Oryano Dunbar, who bas spent tbe
hare
mer,
Tremont chapter, O. E. 8., opened lodge
returned to
summer here, has returned to Somerville,
Somerville,
last Thursday.
Tb. Haalam reunion at ,be
She was accompanied
Mass.
by Mra.
b,llg,lc!.
Mrs. Prank Mancheater visited in Bar Edward Dnnbar and daughter Marion, of day was largely attendad. The
folio.®
officer
were elected:
Harbor last week.
Brockton, Maas.
President.
Haslam;
Mrs. Justin Rich and son Stuart, of
view-president, Milton Rsm-T
Mach sympathy it expressed hen for
Boston, recently visited C. E. Metcalf and Frank Scales and wife, of West Penobscot, .wereury, Bernard Jeiltoon; treasure, m
den
Haslam; committee on arrange,,!..'
wife.
In tbe death of tbair only ton, Francis, at
Howard Jordan, Milton and
He
W. B. Richardson and family, and H. P. tbe Marine hospital in Portland.
lam; committee on entertainment,
Richardson and wits motored around the leaves one sister —Margaret.
nlnoJordan, Erma Jordan and Belle Haslam
island Saturday, with F. M. Eaton in his
Tbe drat anniversary of the marriage of
It.
Sept.
jj
launch.

_

Mrs. Sarah Smith, of Ellsworth, who

sudden

death

ef

Mrs.

Emma

Knowles

Robert Selfe, wife and baby,of Wellesley,
Miss Marcia
Milliken haa returned has been visiting her sow Henry baa re- Keith, following an operation at the Bar
Harbor hospital.
Mrs. Keith leaves a Mam, and Mrs. Daniel Luoey, of Natick,
home, after *d extended visit to relatives turned home.
husband, parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Mam, arrived Tuesday for s short visit,
at Isle su Hsut. She was
accompanied by
Miss At# M. Dsvis, of West Kennebec,
Knowles, two sisters—Mrs. Abbie Sum- returning home Sunday. W. Z. Richardher cousin. Miss Gladys
Rich, of Thomia- who bis been visiting Harry L. Daria and
son sad daughter, Helen Sawyer, left far
insby, at Bar Harbor, and Mrs. Judith
ton.
wife the peat week,returned home Sunday.
Graten, of this place, two brothers— Mamsehusetts at the same time.
Sept. 14.
D. p. D.
P. M,
Sept. 13.
Mrs. Melvin McFarland and son How- Thomas Knowles, of Alberta, Can., and
ard, of Buffalo, N. Y., who bar# bees vis- Harold Knowles, wbe is in Texas; also a
ASHVILLE.
SL'NSET.
her brother, Henry Smith, have rw- son—Malcolm Peach,, by a former marMiss Villa Orcutt has gone to West iting
Mrs. Sterling Stinson has moved to
turned home.
riage.
Princeton to teach.
M.
Sept. 7.
A. Johnson 8pratt, of Bar Harbor, ia
Miss Inez Martin ia at home from BanMrs. Hannah Peterson, of Lynn, Mam,
spending a few days with hi» parents,
Mia* Gladys Bunt came hoaae Sunday,
gor, for a short visit.
is viaitine here.
Frank Bpratt and wife, before going u* after a visit at Seal Harbor.
Leroy Tracy and Maurice Bragdon have Orono to enter school.
A son wee born to Mr. and Mrs. William
C. D. Kittredge has returned to Atbol,
returned to Sullivan high school.
Mar.
Sept. 8.
Anots August 29.
a
week's
vasation.
Marn.,after
Mrs. Abbie Taft, of West
Gouldsboro,
Capt. Rodney Phil brook ia managing
Miss Tbetma Swazey has returned from
MOUNT DESERT.
Is visiting her sister, Mrs. E. E.
Bragdon.
Mrs. Johnson's livery stable.
Mrs. Arthur Caodage, of Seal Harbor, Somesviile, w be** she baa been employed.
E. J. Robertson, wife snd daughter
I>r. A. K. Small and wife, of Bangor, reMrs. Harriett* Castle, of East WeyLena, of Bangor, called on friends here re- ia visiting her brother, Lester E. Pnay.
cently visited Dr. Small’s parents, A. T.
cently.
Judge Frank F. Dresser and family bare mouth. Mass., visited relatives here last Small and wife.
weak.
Mrs. Olive Martin has returned from returned to their borne in Woroeater,Maa*.
Mrs. W. H- Small has returned from
B. U. Gilbert is building:* new boose to
Bar Harbor, where she Tiaited her old
Mrs. Paul R. Atherton, with Eva chilSoutb Deer Isle, where ahe visited her
home.
dren, of Bangor, ia visiting her mother, replace the one destroyed by flee last
cousin, Mrs. Margaret Jodkina.
spring.
Leroy Tracy has returned from Bar Har- Mrs. J. C. HiU.
Mrs. R. W.. Knowlten. her sister, Mrs,
Wster
Clark
left
ibis
morning for StonMrs. Fred H. Pray and tbe Misses
bor, where he has had employment for the
Arline Deckle, and kttie daughter, have
summer.
Dorothy sod Azelee have gone to Somer- ingson, where he expects to ham em- returned to Roe
too, after the summer
ployment all winter.
School began Sept. 8. Miss Frances At- ville, Mass., for the winter.
here.
Mrs.
Nettie
weak
to
Eden
last
of
Rev.
Higgins
L.
W.
West
Snell
water,
tnd family hawe reJooesport, teaches at
Fifty years- ago Smpben 1». Brown, of
to attend tbe fair and spend tbe
lumed to Jamestown, N. Y. after
Bridgbam Hill.
camping Thursday
Hampden
Highlands,aod Joaepb Brown,
week-end
with
her
Mrs.
U.
W.
it
dangbtejy
Pond
several weeks.
Long
Mrs. Waiter Donnell and children were
Jellsson.
Mrs. Higgins’ health is much a summer resident here, brothers, went
guests of Mrs. Deimar Robertson, at North
Misses Ariine, Asia, Eleanor end Dorodown the bay for a fishing trip that has
Lmpaoved.
Sullivan, last week.
hy ielhiecq have oeturned to theirhome
remained a pleasant spot in their memory
Schools begin to-(by. The primary is
n
after
several
months
witiatheir
Brewer,
mrs. c.. tj. small
ever aince.
and children were
This yeor, on the fiftieth anunder tbe same teacher as last year—Mrs. j
Somes
and
wife.
grandparents,
Lyman
o* that trip, the brothers reguests of Mrs. Small’s parents, John Kane
Lelis K- Tripp. Tbs high school has a i niversary
a
and wife, at Sorrento recently.
Sept. 7.__
peated it.
new principal—Frank. Driskoy of Coflsunj
7.
Sadie.
Fremont Bragdon has gone to MinneMARLBORO.
bia Tails.
I sept.
apolis, where he has employment in the
School begins to-day; Mies Susie DeMr*. Unnie Trnody,jof Southwest HarNORTH LAMOI.NE.
wholesale grocery house of
Joseph Brag- nature. of Eden, teacher.
bor, spent last week with bar parents,
Potatoes are rottiag badly.
don.
E.
S.
Hatnor
and
wile.
Mrs.
Mrs. E. E. Moor, of Roxbnry, Mae*., is
iTruudy’s
School begins t*>day, taught by Hiss
There will be a Sunday school picnic
littlaaon Biwell, who has bean here al1
risiting her niece, Mrs. Annie Remick.
Eunioe Coggins.
Saturday, Sept. 18, on the western shore
Rev. A. B. Hyde and family have dimmer, went witb her.
of Schieffelin’e point. Every one is inHarvard Kittredgs and wife, of MedJoton Pray left Friday for a week-end
dosed their cottage and returned to Banvited.
ford, Masa^ are viaiting his parents, C. M.
witb
Mrs.
Bernioe
in
Banitay
Phillips
for.
Mrs. Joan Sargent and daugbter, Mrs.
From there be will go to Areoaaook Kittredgeand wiia.
Prof. R. P. dray and family, w tto have jor.
W. M. Pence, were in West Sullivan TuesMrs. Newell Tripp, ot Waterville, bee
'oiLatv.
Others whs leave to-day for
Men occupying the A. B. Lorimer cottage,
day to attend the funeral of Mrs. SarPreaque Isle and Oaribau are M. W. Lur- spent the past week with her parents,
have returned to Orono.
John Dsns and wile.
gent’s brother, Samuel Havey.
vey, William Hopkins, George Haynes
Mrs. Gaston Drake and two children, and Oscar
Sept. 14. _Pbcebe.
Lewis Smith, employed st Bar Barber,
Seavey.
who have been boarding at F. T. HodgM.
Sept. H.
spent Sunday night with his parents,
LAMOINE.
cini', have gone to New York to visit
George Smith aad wile.
Irieods lor two weeks before returning to
A. W. Reynolds and family have reNORTH SULLIVAN*
Edward Qilpatnck
harvested 4*>-,
their home in Miami, Fla.
turned to Biddeford.
Mrs. Del mar Robertson is (juste ill.
bushels of oat* it, being less than ball a
Are.
Sept. 14.
Miss Abbie Padelford is the guest of
George McCabe, of Bangor, ie in town crop owing to the ravages of the army
Mrs, Fred
_

t£K

Ma**

MoassH^

was
celebrated
tbe borne of bia parMore than
ents, Fred Dnnbar and wile.
forty friends and neighbors were pleasantly entertained.
Sept. 7.

and

Carl Dnnbar

Thursday evening

wife

at

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mra. Jonathan Stinson is in
poor health
Rodney Stinson has gone to

_

4

_

Miss Edith Rice has gone to Waterville
for

surgical

treatment.

Jordan

POINT.

was

in

Bangor

tor

last

week.

School begins to-day, taught by Mrs.
Clarence Young, of Partridge Cove.
Mrs. Sumner Foster and daughter Helen
have gone to Caribou, where Mr. Foster is

employed.
Joseph Hodgkins leaves to-day

for Bos-

ton, and Charles and Howard HodgkinB
for Hebron.
Miss Shaw, of Orono, and Grafton
have been visiting the latter’s parents, James Covey and wife.

Covey

Capt. Fred Hodgkins, of the yacht
Zamiel, and Capt. Charles Hodgkins, of
the yacht Awa, are at borne, having been
away for several weeks.
Among last week’s departures were Mrs.
C. A. Reynolds, to Cambridge, Mass.; Herbert Hodgkin, to Waterville; Mrs. Edward
Hodgkins, to Waltham, Mass.
R. H.
Sept. 14.
MANSET.
Miss Mary Whitmore left Monday to
attend Lastine normal school.

John Noyes sprained his wrist quite
badly while starting a naphtha launch.
Mrs. Vira Stanley is home from Bar
Harbor hospital, where she has been a few
weeks.

Kelley Crie, wife
Rockland, visited at

Mrs. Ora

Miss Jane Brownell will close her cottage Sept. 15.

Ball, of Boston, spent Sunday
with Mrs. Lucy Ball.
Miss Minnie Bail will go to Castine Sept.
Harold

a

few weeks.

Miss Gussie Robertson
tost week on business*

worm.

was

ia

Ellsworth

Tbe Pythian Sisters, will have a sale and
dance Monday evening* Sept. 21.
Tbe district convention for district No.
Ik, P. S., will be held with Puritan temple
No. 55, in K. of P. hall* Friday afternoon
and evening, Sept. JR

the

three

boys, of

home of

J.

L.

CASTOR IA
Children*
In Usa For Over 30 Years
For Infanta and

once

—don't wail—it may lead to serious lung
trouble, weaken your vitality and develop a
Oat a bottle of Dr.
chronic lung ailment.
King's New Discovery to-day; it is pure and
harxnle**—use it freely for that fall cough or
cold. If Baby or Children are sick give it to
them, will relieve quickly and permanently.
It soothes the irritated throat, lungs and air
passages- Loosens Phlegm, is antiseptic and
fortUSss the system against colds. It surely
prevents cola germs from getting a hold.
Guaranteed. 80c. and $1.00 at your Druggist.

HANCOCK.

J. E. Robbins, ot Cambridge,
Mssl
for a few days.

Miss Emma C. Wsrdwall left Saturday
for Somesville, to teach.
George Wardwell, cf Bucksport, visited
his brother Fred isst week.

wane

Mias Una Greenlaw has returned to
let
school in Springfield, Mess.
Mrs.

Miss Theresa Dunbar is rapidly recovering from an operation for adenoids.

visited

Mrs. Mary Bragdoo, of Franklin, is
at Ol. Hutchins’.

resume

her

studies.

and Grace ball have returned
home from a visit with their aunt, Mrs. S.

“_

__

Wade Qrindle lett Monday tor Corinna

high school.
Lida Perkins, who has viBited her niece,
Mrs. Brooks Weecott, in Bluehill, is home.
Augustas Cain was in Bockport last
week, called there by the death of his

to teach the

brother.
Sept. 7.

P.
_

BIRCH HARBOR.

Mrs. S. A. Miller, of Dorchester, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. PhebeTemple.
Schools

in session.

Miss Laura
Stinson, of Sunset, teaches here, and
Flossie Hancock at Banker Harbor.
C.
Sept. 7.
are

_

Hives, eczema, itch

or salt rheum sets you
Can’t bear the touch of your clothing. Doan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate cases. Why suffer?
All druggists
sell it,—Advt.

crazy.

Bept.

for daring her illness by her parents.

Sept.

__

NORTH SEDGWICK.
John Thurston started his steam mill

Monday.
George and Roy Allen and Curtis Young
attended

14.

H.

14.

Monroe fair last week.

Florence Allen and Edgar Torrey
tending the academy at Bluehill.

are

Clara Clapp, after a week with her
Roland, has returned to Bargentrille.

at-

son

Mrs. Eugene Allen and son, of Idaho, are
guests of Mr. Allen’s father, I. M. Allen.
Mrs. Minnie Marks and two daughters
Children's Sickness Due lo Worms.
Your child will not be sick if yon rid the
stomach aud bowels of Worms.
Kickapoo
Worm Killer will do it quickly and surely.
Makes the worms let go their hold while the
gentle laxative medicine removes them
through the bowels. It tones up the system,
gives appetite aud promotes sleep. Pleasant
to take—Children like it. uuaranteed. Only
2Sc. at your Druggist.

8.

WEST BUSHY.
Frank Trnndy and wife went to Orland
Sunday to visit bis mother, Mrs. Lizzie

Trundy.
Mrs. John Jellison and two children, of
North Surry, visited her sister, Mrs. Sadie

Saunders,

last week.

Mrs. Minnie Partridge and two chilof Ellsworth, visited her
parents,
Frank Conary and wife, last week.
Sept. 14.
l.

dren,

_

INDIAN

POINT/"

The Biddle bungalow, commenced last

September,

is

and

of Orrs
Island,
friends here tin,

George A. Orindle, of Penobscot
Mise Rose Thompson, a former
isachet
Cspt. M. W. Orindle’s last week.. here, bas been
spending a few days .it.
Mias Mildred Wardwell
begins the Mra. H. P. Hatcn.
junior work at the Gaattna high school
Guy Cleveland and wife are receiriu,
to-day.
congratulations on the birth of • daugsMisses Yen Dunbar. Jeannette Wardtar, born Sept. 8. [Marion Elisabeth.;
well tnd Gladys Devereux are students of
Mra. Flora Warwick, of Boston, *ho
tbe newly established
school
at
high
has
tba aammer here
Mrs.

spent
with her
Mtber, Leaoder Allen, has returned bora.
Sept. 13.
lap

Penobscot.
Thers

the Dunbar achoolhouse Thursday evening. (Jake
and coffee were for sale.
Proceeds for
was an

entertainment at

WEST THE MONT

church

purposes.
Miss Hattie Dunbar

Min liena Heed will teaca ia Brewer

her school
Devereux district,
Annie L. Dunbar in tbe Perkins district,
and AnDie E. Conner in the Leach district
at Penobscot.
L.
Sept. 14.
work

to-day

this fall.

resumes

the

in

j
at

Irens

Conners

bas

a

Wilder B. Hobbias receirsd newt
the death of her brother,
Capt. Miller Tinker.
Mrs.

school

Iasi

in

Nortbffeid.
"Tbe Manor" Dwigbt Bra man's
residence, closes this week.

Simonds, wife and son Kklph, ac(heir sisters, Miss Stella S.
Simonda and Mia*Theresa M. boat, hare
oetnrned to their home ia Arlington,

companied by

Mrs. William Newcome and daughter
Boston Monday.

Maas.

The ladies' aid society meet with Mrs.
j
Phillips Eaton.Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. George Noyaa and children, of
Presque Isle, are guests of Charles H. !

Preble.

Sept. 7.

Thelma.

DEDHAM.
Mias Krnaaiina Narbis, of Salem. Mist,
is the guest of Mias Ethel Fogg.
Mrs. A. B. Cliffbni, of Lincoln, is editing her son, Gerald Thompson.

The annual meeting of tbe Porosis will
Wednesday afternoon, at Mrs. C.

be held

A. blimsonla.
in

D. L. Perry and wile are receiving congratulation* on the birth ot a daughter,

Mrs. Irving Sboppee is in the hospital
Bangor for surgical treatment.
Miss Ethel

Howe, who has spent the
here, is teaching in Brewer.
P. A. Black and wife visited Mr-. Black's
sister, Mrs. Allred Tracy, of Hancock, list

Sept..IX
Barges are leading

boro

Co.

week of

K. M.

summer

returned to

cut

ire

Mrs. Drowns, who has been the gut*
Mr. and Mrs. Kenney, has returnee. to
Dercbo-ter. Man.

_

Miss

Mr. and Mr*. Toiman, of Rockland,
F. W. Loot’* fora fsw days.

of

BULJUVAN HARBOR.

summer

the lumber that was.
list winter by the Nutting Mill
It isgpiag to Cambridge, Mass.

week.

A. B. Conuna and son Ralph, of Wskehigh school lsculty are: principal,
Robert Webber; assistant. Miss Anns Per- Beld, Mas#., were guests last waek ol G.
kins; second assistant end supervisor ol W. Brewster and wife.
music. Miss Pierson.
Sept. M. __B.
Miss Raker, deaconess in the Methodist
GDTTS ISLAND.
conference, will speak Sunday after noon
M.
V.
was tt McKaaiey Fridsy
Bahbidge
at the church. In the evening, Rev. J. W.
The

on

Tickle, ot Ellsworth, will preach.
Henry Crann, formerly ot this town,
now ot Dorchester, Mats., has the
syinpathy of this community in the death at bis
who
in
wife,
in autowaaiinslamly killed,
mobile accident, last week at
Rnxbury,
Sept. IE

business..

Capt.Kmos W. Staples and. totally wen
at Basa Harbor Friday.
Misa- Nellie Spering left WedaasdM
lor her borne In Philadelphia.
Cant. Frank A. Babbidga. wd* »”d M-n'
Clara Y. Hodgkins madu a trip to MeKinley Friday.

H.
__

a*pt-12._CHn*
8KAWAU-

Carmen Harper will attend.U* tall term
at Caattne normal school.

bor, spant

Mra. Anna King, of Rockford, UU *
with Bamuel Moor* aud family.
tLeslie Waugh and mother, Mrs. A
Bon
Mrs.
Allen,
with
Herbert
Waugh,
came from Bsofot
Oilman and eon

tives here.

in

Mrs. Albert Harper hae returned from
Southwest Harbor.

a

visit at

William Murphy and wi{a,oi Bar Hara lew days last week with rela-

Cart,

Mr. Waugb’s automobile sept- 5*“
with Usends here.
Mrs. James Gray visited her daughter ■pent Sunday
*»•“.
School opens Monday; Miss Iva
Mrs. Lie Loom Murphy, olRarlletl'a island, of
Southweat liar bos, teacher.
this week.
S. D14.

Hnpl.

Mrs. Evelyn BartleU and children, ot
Bartlett's Island, visited, hex mother, Mrs.
A. X. Ober, last week.
Thomas Bartlett is home from
Caatine,
is employed with W. I.
Mayo in
the weiring business.
Schools begin Sept. U.

Sylvia,

Dennyaville,

ol

Miae Margaret
will teach

here,

and Miss Marion Hodgdon at Bay aide.
Mrs. Lois Bartlett has returned Iron
West Tremont, where she has spent several

weeks

with

her

daughter, Mrs.

w
bearer was detained, and a
of
lot
a
box was found among

A.

Pomroy.

au0‘ber,nre.

_

PROSPECT HARBOR.
a

tew

The Foot of a Horse.
the
The foot of a horse Is one of
Ingenious and unexampled
mechanism In animal
hoof contains a series of

days.
Guy H. Cole left Sunday for Norridgewook

for

a

SDaniel G. Libby has recovered sufficiently from his recent illness to be at work
again.

thin laminae of horn.
about 800 and forming a complex ^
as
lug to It. In this are fltted
^
laminae belonging to the comn
an“
elastic
are
while both sets
^
enh The edge of a quire of
^
Into
leaf
sorted leaf by
a
the
of
Idea
convey a sufficient
to
ment Thus tha weight of
^
U supported by as many el“U
feet
all
to
as there are laminae
^
amounting to about 4.000,
s
in tbe moat secure manner,

Miss Selma Noonan and Miss Leith*
have returned from a visit in West
Sullivan.

Temple

a

PaPj“'

visit

to his uncle, C. H.
being completed.
Wood, of Bar Harbor,
Miss Luella Brown, of Seal Cove, has and an aunt in Augusta.
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Seth
Prank Shaw and wife were called
Harding.
to
Mrs. Lydia Mayo, a former resident, West Sullivan
Tuesday to attend the fuwho has been visiting old friends
here, neral of their

Havey.

brother-in-law,

"f

Samuel

Rev. R. C. Dalzell and wife
entertained

a

^

P1®0™-^
®trnct’^1
vert“f M
amounUM

few weeks.

Richard Shaw has returned from

*

linen. The box contained
5t'
this still another box. the third
When
ly fastened with screws
disco
were removed a card was
three
on which was written In
of April,
guagee, "This Is the 1st
happy returns of the day."

Walter Chapman and triend, who have
camping here, have returned home.
Mr. Chapman is the only grandson ol Mrs.
A. B. Turner, ol this place.
Sept. IX
a.
been

James Gillanders is in Boston tor

____T.

Tha Smuggled Bo».
c
A joker had some fun with the
torn* officials at New York some ft*1*
fb®
ago. A servant had gone ashore
and
a German liner with a basket
about to leave the pier whee a P®“*
officer
ger whispered to a customs
coo
he bad bettor see what the basket
talned. Fallowing the tip. the

where he

now

left last week for her home in Billings.
Mont.
Sept. 7.
Hauling.

Webber,

week.

CENTER.
em-

Odessa
relatives

visited st

recent visitor here.

ployed

»

in town

Mass.

Mts. W. H. Grass, of Hermon Outer,

Arthur

Paul Atwood and wife, of Waltham,
Mass., are guests of Brace Cowperthwaite
and wife.
Stop That First Fall Cough.
Check your fall cough or cold at

Y.
_______

NORTH

Walter Abbott and wife are guests of
This community was shocked Sunday Mrs. Abbott's parents, G. P. dine and.
wife.
evening. Sept. 6, by tbe sudden death of
Mrs. Hertbe Wilbur end son Herbert, c<
Samuel P. Havey.
Although he had been
C. Penney, in Bangor.
in poor health a long time, hia death came Bar Harbor, were recent guests of Mia. C.
E.
Sept. 14.
unexpectedly. He waa a member of tha E. Googins.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
firm of Hooper* Havey A Co. for several
Mrs. Emma Page spent Mat week in
Miss Elizabeth Jellison has resumed her years, but last, spring, on account of poor Bar Harbor, with her husband, whs is
sold
hia
interest
to W. R. Havey.
healtn,
school at Sorrento.
emplayed there.
He waa a kind friend and neighbor and
Bept- U.
Anas.
Merle Moon has returned to Pittsfield to
will be greatly missed.
He leavee a
resume his studies.
widow and one daughter, two sisters and
COREA.
Mrs. Sherman, of Oakland, is visiting four brothers.
Maac Tracy, of Steuben, whose home
Mrs.
Freeman
Dearborn at Harvard
Mrs. Minnie Brown died at the home of
was
burned last weak, has moved his
Carter’s.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abel,
teaaily here.
Miss Elizabeth Crawford, of Beaton, and
Tuesday morning, Sept. 8, after an illness
Schools began Sept. 8.
Dr. J. M. Crawford and wife, of North
Mrs. Sadia
of several months. Mrs. Brown lived in
Adams, Mass., who have been at F. L. Sullivan until she was married a few years Crowley teaches the grammar and Mis*
of
Dorothy Hathaway,
Columbia Falls,
Colby’s, have returned home.
ago, when she went to Franklin, where the
primary.
C.
Sept. 7.
she made many friends. She waa twentyMrs. Hattie Lufkin and her sister. Miss
six years of age. Her death is particularly
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
sad, as she leaves two small children who Ethel Dodge, who have spent their vacaSchools open Sept. 14.
needed her so mnch, besides a husband, tion here, have gone sway to teach, Mrs.
Frank Miller and wile, o( Portland, father and mother, three sisters and 1 Lufkin to Orange, Mass., aad Miss Dodge,
were in town recently.
three brothers. She waa
oared to Needham, Mass.

14 to

tenderly

and

Sept* U.

MooticeUo

to work.

_

—

HANCOCK

0<<1 h

The Mimes Erma
Jordan, Sadie h,
and Miss Hooper attended
the
b'!I'
inatilute at EUawortb.
Sept. 7.
---H.
Mi« Isabel Jordan ha.
gone to m
£l*
worth Falla to teach.

Frank

to

rsto^.

her

visiting bia

is

of

_

summer

Hodgkins.

C.

-----

Mias Allan, of Greenville, ia the guest of
Mra. L. W. Rice.
William

Charles Kittredge, of Athol, Mass., is
spendings week with his mother, Mrs.
C. W. Kittredge.
Sinclair.
Mrs. Albert Rich, of Isle in Hsut, is
Miss Oorinne Wiggin has gone to East
George Leonard, who has been em- Somerville, Mass., with her father, Fred
visiting her parents, Henry C. Milliken
ployed at Northeast Harbor through the Wiggin, for the winter.
and wife.
summer, is borne.
Mr*. Minnie Hadley, with little daughMrs. Mary Means, who has been visitMrs. Madison Snow and Miss Adelaide
ter Helen, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
ing at the Butter home, has returned to
of
Seal
are
of
Harbor,
Smallidge,
guest#
Sarah Sumner, at Winter Harbor.
Methuen, Mass.
Mrs. Nathan Smallidge.
Arthur Tborsen, jr., of New York, and
Miss Addie 8warey went to Cambridge,
Master Louis Smallidge, who bed his
Mat*., by automobile, with Dr. Mary
Percy Tborsen, of Boston, have been visbroken by being kicked by a horse
jaw
Leavitts, a summer resident at Mt. Desert.
iting relatives bere.
two weeks ago, is about again.
Mrs. Edith Hall Burr and twin sons
Victor R. Smith, wife and daughter
Rev. L. W. Snell and family, of Jameshave returned to their borne at Northeast
Frances, of Northeast Harbor, were recent
N.
who
have been at Camp
town,
Y.,
Htrbor, after spending the summer here.
guests of W. K. Springer and wife.
Taylor, have returned home.
Mrs.
George Workman, of Malden,
Miss Eleanor Kittredge has returned to
Mrs. Renel McFarland and daughter
Mrs. Merritt Ober, Mis* Mary Ober and
is visiting her sisters, Mm. Bunker,
Helen, who have been visiting relatives
Augusta to resume her studies. She also Mass.,
Miss Lucy are spending a few weeks with
of this place, and Mrs. Harding, of Cranhas a position to sing in the Congregahere, have returned to Melrose, Mass.
Mrs. Ober’s father at the Freeman house.
berry isles.
tional cbarcb.
Miss Edna Graves and brother Clarence
I
G.
Sept. 7.
W. H. Thornton made a trip to Portland
have returned to Boston, after
Miss
Janet
Tripp baa returned to the
spending
Thursborne of bet aunt, Mrs. Jerome Knowles, aod Waterville last week. Mrs.
the summer with their
TRENTON.
grandparents here.
ton and Mrs. Looey accompanied him as
to resume her studies in the bigb school at
Mrs. Harris Taylor is visiting her
Miss Sylvia B. Leland, of Mt. Deceit,
fa* as Pittsfield, where they called on
mother, Mrs. Mary R. Butler. She will has been visiting her grandfather, T. T. Northeast Harbor.
friends and visited the school which they
leave for her home in New York the latter Leland.
The community was saddened by tbe
attended twelve years ago.
part of this week.

Harbor.

home.

been

Elmer Reed, who has spent the summer
st Manset with his mother, Mrs. Mamie
Beale, ie home.

to

Min Vera Dunbar ic born* from Seal

Boston,
mother, Mrs. Prances Dyer.
Mrs. S. W. Treworgy bat returned from
A son. Robert, was born
her old borne in Surry to resume her
Ward sell and wife 9ept. 3.
work as pastor.
I

em-

Mrs.

Tbe Ocean bouse is closed, and Mr. and
Mrs. Allen left Thursday for their winter
home in Massachusetts.
Lilac.
Sept. U.

Frederick Cole, of North Brooklinjapeot
few days last week with Mrs. Ray Alien.

chiW^TTT
7^11

P«rty of Sunday «hool
afternoon. The children
had
tbe.r live* with
games,
*
the appetising
refreshments
It.
Sept.

NORTH CASTINE.

friends and relative* here last week.

Mrs.

Seal Harbor.

weeks at

COUNTY NEWS.

Harvey Saunders, of East Boston, called

WEST EDEN.

with

improved.

School begins
Peaslee, teacher.

their

Mis* Bessie

WEST HANCOCK.
C. P. Grave*, who haa been qnite ill, i*
much

Stanley

1

spring to acted

on

obliquely*

*-The-•
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Scrap Book
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Washington.
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“Well. James, are yon goln’ down to
have war?*'
Mexico If we
kltch me goln’ ter
..jjo, snh! Don’t
ag'in. Ab went to der Spanishsab—and serve' ma
Amerlcan wo'—yas,
did. Dafs ernough fo’ me."
term, Ah
What regiment
“So you’re a veteran.
vei* you In. Jamesr snh. A
pretty
“A colored regiment
tt was too. We
tony colored regiment

;;
..

II
,.

;

*

I

;;
,.

]|
,,

Ricker.
Moat ob der
vent to Po’ter
had been po'ters
tellehs In de regiment
as yo're born, boss!"
|n Xew York—sure
“Oh, go 'long. James, that's a pretty
tell me, were your offi-eor Joke. But
too?”
cers all colored
"Well. Ah reckon not—no, sah. We
tiad nifty white officers, ail erceptln'
do flag. He sure
the felleh wot carried
looked pretty white to me. but Ah
hennl era all say as he was the colored
sergeant, so I reckon he wns one of na
Yo’ can't nebber always tell 'bout pale
men.’’—Woman’s Home Companion.
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How

Much has been heard.
espectalty during the past eight
years,
““ I*clmnry
I I f.bo'lt
considerations
that should govern in the
selec! \ 7°n °f materials and methods 1
for building various
,,
types of

!;

The Poor Color Sergeant.
have been polishing the
James should
door the day the flurry
knocker on our
broke loose, but Instead
vith Mexico
reading the latest new* from
M was

Something

ACCIDENTS ON THE WATER.

highway engineering.

Hope For.

< •

for.
H.VO something to hope

!1

Ton may be poor,
Ton may be weary end obscure.
Tou may be old or blind or lama
may have robbed you of your

■■

J

Chanci'

ronds and pavements. It
is fair
p> say that highway work would
farther advanced and on a
basis comparable with
other enKin coring problems if the
generally accepted principles derived
from scientific research
nnd the
practical experience of
recognized
experts had been moro
generally
adopted nnd applied.
11 mast be admitted that
highway engineering has not
kept
abreast of the times ns compared
with other branches of
engineer111 ^ As a matter of
fact, the
Problem which presented itself
with tlie advent of the automobile nnd the consequent revolutlonizing of traffic conditions is
Just beginning to be solved, and
While it is true that the
highway
problem would not be so serious
ns regards country ronds
were it
not for the nutomoblle, it is
equally true that it never recelved the attention it deserved and
was generally looked
upon lightly by both engineers and public
officials; and the highway departments afforded splendid opportunitles to pnreel out Jobs to
men from all walks of life and
without any qualifications for the
work.—Good Roads.
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Drink Plenty of Water,
Ton can't gain or retain good looks
until you realize the value of plain,
everyday water. Do you drink a glass
of water every morning, a half hour
before breakfast? No! Well, that glass
of water will keep your skin clearer
than anything else you can use.
Drink It hot—don’t waste your time
by temporizing with lukewarmness.
Have the water steaming and sip it
while you are dressing. If you find it
hard to take, add a little lemon juice or
a pinch of salt to take away the flatness.

]

<

J
!
;
<

[
<

|

Between that tlrst glass and bedtime you should drink at least a quart
of water.
That Isn't as much as it
sounds. It is only four or five glassfuls in all—the one In the morning,
another at bedtime and two or three
In between. Only the first glass need
be hot; the rest can be any temperature you prefer.
A quart of water a day will aid in
keeping your digestion In perfect condition. It will flush off the Impurities
that otherwise would come out in
pimples and eruptions, and that means
a clear, healthy skin.

rights.

8ugar

Tou may not ever proudly claim
A place upon the gleaming heights.
But you may have euch loy aa springs
Within the breast of him who thriven,
Tt!« pride thnt fair achievement brings
If hope within your heart survives.

GOOD ROAD DAYS
FIXED IN MISSOURI.
Governor Major Calls Upon People of
Hie State to Work on Highways.

Have eometldng to hope for.
Tou may behold
A gleaming crown of gems and gold.
Tou may have dreamed of glory which
The future has reserved for you.
la pleasing fancy, proud and rich,
Tou may be of the splendid few.
Send forth a ehlp. select a goal.
Set out a ehrub or plant a eced.
Keep some fair purpoee In your soul.
Let hope have food on which to feed—
Have something to hope for.
E. Kiser

Aug. 18 and 10 were designated by
Governor Major of Missouri as good
road days.
He called upon the Mlssourl people, the newspapers, the county courts, road overseers, commercial
| and civic organizations, automobile
_—8.
| clubs and road societies to contribute
their help toward getting out an army
Helping the Editor.
of volunteer workmen upon the highThis story hi told by the editor of an
He thinks a lot of ways during these two days.
Ontario weekly.
The governor announced that he
his wife. Recently ho took her to the
would put In twenty hours of work durbig city, and there she was the guest
Df a woman who assumed a rather pat- | lng the two days, and he believed that
roniilng air.
"So your husband la an editor?" the
hostess Inquired.
“Yes.”
"Since you have no children you
must have considerable leisure time on
your hands. 1 tlnre say you assist him
now and then In his editorial work.”
"Oh. yes.” assented the wife, who la
rated to bo a good cook. “I edit nearly
all his Inside matter.”

j

Curran and the Land Agent.
During a trial In Tipperary Curran
made a scathing attack on a land
Two days later an enraged
agent
gentleman hurst ‘into his bedroom In
Dublin before the counsellor was out
of bed and. flourishing a horse whip
savagely, snld:
"Sir, I nm the gentleman yon Insulted In the courthouse In Clonmel In
lie presence of the whole county and
I'm here to thrash you soundly.”
“What!" exclaimed Curran. Indignantly. "Yon call yourself a gentle
man and ret you mean to strike a man
when he's lying down?”
"No. hodad.” protested the agent,
•corning to take a mean advantage of
Ms enemy and sitting down. “I’ll Just
wait till yon get out of bed an' then
1H give It to you hot and heavy."
"Troth, If that's the way of 1L” said
Curran. “l'l| lie here till yon change
OOVEKSOB MAJOR AS A ROAD WORKRB.
i
jour mind."
i
And he turned over on his other side.
there were not fewer than 300.000 othThe agent laughed and the counsellor er nblclxxlled Missourians who would
laughed, and he who came to whip do likewise.
•tayed to dine and the pair parted the
He suggests In his proclamation that
««t of friends.
I the work done be of permanent character so far as practicable, such as
I grading, culvert building, ditching,
Th« Extra Gun.
Today u man-of-war entering a for- I dragging, graveling, etc.
ks’1 port tires a national salute of i Governor Major held good road days
twenty-one guns, in the matter of last year, and It was estimated that
minting an amusing story t« told of j fully 250,000 men worked the roads of
Commodore Fife, a celebrated charac- the state, doing work valued at $1,000,ter

In our old nnvy. Way back in the
forties he entered a European port
Being very punctilious upon the mat** °f
etiquette, as soon as his ship
ttack her nose In the harbor he orwred the national salute fired. Through
“e
carelessness or what not of the

funnera

mate twenty-two guns were
““B A little later the
captain of the
Port came aboard and asked. "Why
twenty-two guns?”
Commodore Fife threw out his chest
replied, "Twenty-one guns for the
•log of
and one for Joe Fife!”

Jf'd

—

English, Irish and Scotch.
The Earl of Klntore tells this story:
I>° gentlemen
In a
were

together

."'a-v carriage, and one of them, a
Otaerelal,” asked the other If when
tellng he had ever amused himself
J Ehessing at the respective natlonal-

®,f hehis

fellow passengers.
said, “you observe that your
traveler on approaching his desnwtlon seizes his bag and coat and
sins to make
feverish preparations
eave the
carriage before the train
"* even
arrived at the distant signal
a
hionkey to a mousetrap that that
jj n
is an Irishman.
Should, however.
L r co®panlon, having collected his
remaln seated till the train
M to *
dead stop In the station and
U,
the carriage leisurely and
rlth
Eo»n s nlty that man ,s 8Ure to be an
SanianBut should your fellow
hj,. e er
temaln seated till every one
[].
has left the
carriage In order to
an-T 0“e has left anything behind
k.,
h^n la a Scotsman."
.„•
°w

tom*'

ieave

:

ooo.
He suggested In his proclamation the
necessity of organization in the various counties and road districts, so
there will be no lost motion. He would
like to see every volunteer workman
with proper tools, team, material, etc., so no time will be lost In repairing the highways.
Most work would be done, he believed, upon the dirt roads, which, the governor said, “represent the first leg of
the Journey over which moves the traffic of the state.” The dirt roads, he
of comsayB, are the “real highways
merce” and should receive much atturn out

tention.
The proclamation states that Missouri has 63,370 miles of unimproved
dirt roads, 54,264 miles of improved
dirt roads and 0,507 miles of gravel,
macadam or other permanently conThe total mileage is
structed roads.

134,000.

__

Hard 8urface Roads.
In a bulletin the department of agriculture points out that of more than
2,200,000 miles of roads In the United
States only about 200,000 miles have
been given a hard surface. It Is true,
of course, that a large part of the remaining mileage consists of roads that
and that on
are entirely unimproved,
roads of this class the drag 1b practimuch larger
cally useless. There Is a
mileage, however, that has been parof
tially Improved, and It Is on roads
crowned
this character that have been
not got a hard
or drained, but have
Is adsurface, that the use of the drag

vocated.

Rejuvenator.
gaining ground in many
a

The belief is
quarters that if you wish to stave oft
old age and to have the feeling of perennial youth and vigor, no matter what
your actunl years may be, you cannot
do better than eat plenty of sugar.
One of the pioneers of this theory is
Professor Metchnikoff, who has made
exhaustive experiments to prove his
statements
There are some who even assert that
not only does the frequent eating of
sugar keep one from growing old. but
that if a man or woman will begin the
sugar treatment even nfter senility
has set in, the effect will be so great as
to amount to a complete change in his
or her character.
Oatmeal as a Cosmetic.
If the skin is rough and irritated by
heat try the oatmeal bath.
Make a
number of cheesecloth bags, four
Inches square and fill them loosely
with the following mixture:
Five pounds of oatmeal, one pound
of powdered Florentine orris root, one
pound of almond meal and a half
pound castlle soap, scraped fine ns

powder.
This makes a large quantity, but is
cheapest when mado in these proportions.
One of these bags thrown into the
warm plunge bath is most comforting
and makes the skin soft and white.
Warm Water For the Face.
Bathe your face with warm water.
Dse a soft cloth and plenty of good
soap—the kind that is best suited to
your own particular skin. Some skins
are irritated by the purest castlle; othFind the soap
ers are benefited by it
that you can use and stick to it
Klnse the soap off with clear, hot
water and then rinse again with cold
water.

The warm water and soap will open
and cleanse the pores, the hot water
will stimulate the circulation, and the
cold water will strengthen the skin.

• Pot or Pan or Even a Hat May
Be Used aa a Life Preserver.
The worst thing to do in an accident
on the water la to flounder around oud
shriek and cry.
That expels the air
from the lungs, and then the body
will quickly sink.
With this fact understood we may experiment with a
number of things to show how little It
takes to support the body.
The high
silk hat of man contains sufficient air
to keep him from sinking if be grasps
it by the rim and holds it upright so
that the air is imprisoned under the
hat Even a derby hat will support a
half grown boy or girl If held right.
Dishpans and buckets or tin palls
can also be used as life preservers. Invert these In the water and grasp the
rim with both hands and do not
tip them so the air can escape. Not
long ago a party of girls out rowing
had their boat upset In a mountain
lake.
All of them except one could
swim. This girl had an umbrella with
her, raised to ward off the sun's rays
when the accident occurred. Finding
herself in the water some distance
from the boat, she grabbed for the
nearest thing in reach. It proved to be
her umbrella, floating with the handle
down in the water.
She threw both
arms frantically around the open umTo her surprise and to that
brella.
of her comrades, she did not sink. The
imprisoned air under the umbrella supported her head above the water until
help arrived.
The small amount of air contained
in a bicycle tire will keep one's head
Even if one
above water for hours.
Is a fair swimmer, the day may come
when a knowledge of some of these
every day life preservers will prove of
the greatest value. If thrown In the
water a long distance from shore you
may be able to float and swim with
such an aid three times as far as you
E.
them. —George
without
could
Walsh in Leslie’s.

Milk For Sleeplessness.
A glass of hot milk should be taken
last thing at night before retiring by
people who suffer from insomnia.
To be really effective it must be
quite hot and should be sipped very
slowly. To drink milk quickly is almost sure to bring on an attack of in-

digestion.
Sound sleep is

one

of the best com-

plexion beautifiers there is.
Keeping the Hands Nice.
If you are doing housework try to
soil your hands as little as possible.
While dusting and sweeping or doing
any dry. dirty work wear a loose pair
Rubber gloves are
of old kid gloves.
Provide
no
longer very expensive.
yourself with a pair of these and use
them while washing dishes or any
work that demands the use of strong
soap and water.
Darkening the Brows.
The continued use of grease will
darken the brows and lashes and will
not Injure as a dye does. Make a mixture of a dram of red petroleum Jelly
and one grain of sulphate of quinine.
This la put on night and morning, leaving some of the grease In the skin. Always rub the brows In the direction In
wbict^ they should grow.
Tender Gums.
If you sufTer from tender gums rinse
the mouth three times a day with a
tumblerful of tepid water to which
have been added a teaspoonful of tincture of myrrh and a teaspoonful of
powdered borax.
The myrrh Is an astringent and hardens the gums, and the borax acts as aa

antiseptic.
__»

—.

__-

follows:

Thor* Are Many Ways of Doing It, but
Only One Right Way.
Take a fluid remedy from a medicine
glass or from a silver spoon. Chemical
action of some liquids upon brass
creates a liquid that would be fatal If
taken into the stomach. A good rule
is never to take medicine from anything made of the coarser metals.
While pouring the medicine from
bottle to spoon or cup hold the bottle
This
so that the label is uppermost
will prevent the medicine pouring over
the lubel und staining if not obliterating it This precaution, especially in
the case of liquids that might be harmful if taken by mistake or in the
wrong quantity, is imperative.
Unless directions require you to take
medicines full strength, it is better to
dilute them half and half with water.
Never take doses lnrger than those
specified in the directions. Better that

Just order a sack of
William Tell Flour
and you needn’t worry
about baking day. Bread?
Always light, fine and white.
Cakes and pies?
Biscuit?
Tho best yon ever tasted I
Besides, William Tell goes

farthest—worth

—

rememis so

bering when living
high. Think of all this,
"nd instead of ordering
’‘flour” order

DESCRIPTION OP WHARP PROPERTY:

Beginning at a point marked by a stone
post intersection of a line between land of
Benvenue Granite Company and land now or
formerly of Bunker, with high water line in
Taunton Bay, north 28° 51' east 81 feet, south
81° 09' east 264 feet, south 34° 4' west 10 feet,

south 55° Sty east 47.6 leet to au oak. South
70° 40' east 86.6 feet, south 79° 46' east 247 25-100
feet, north 47° 44'east 386.5 feet to south side
highway; thence along the highway south
65° 10' east 234.9 feet: thence leaving the
highway, south 28° 17' west 167 4-10 feet;
north 66° 13' west 99 feet; south 61° 22' west
235 6-10 feet to copper bolt in ledge near east
side Stimson wharf at highwater mark;
thence with highwater line, with sides of
wharf westerly along the north side of Taunton Bay, to place of beginning, together with
the shore or flats in front of Bald property to
low water mark of the bay.
(In both descriptions all points, not otherwise noted or called, are marked with stone

WHITOOM R, HA1TNKS A CO.
C. W. GR1NDAL.

posts.)

Also all that certain lot, piece or parcel of
land, lying, situate and being on Crotch Island, in the town of Stonington, county of
Hancr ck, State of Maine, more particularly

described

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsto
care for those who
may
during the next live
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, a6 there is plenty of room and accommodations to care lor them at the City Farm
house.
M. J; Dki mmev.
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance

Kailroaba

QUARRIES,

brush the teeth after taking medicine, since many medicines
contain acids or iron, both of which
are injurious to the teeth.
Keep effervescent medicines in a cool
place.—New York American.
Be

sure

to

How Sho Escaped.
"Algy fell in love with a girl at the
glove counter. Ho bought gloves every
day for a week. To discourage his attentions she became a manicure.”
"Then he had his nails manicured
every day. I s’pose.”
“Just so.
However, I don't think
he’ll follow her any farther.”
“Why not?”
"Then she got employment with a
dentist”—Houston Post.
Meadow Larks.
In many localities the meadow lark
is shot for game. From the farmer’s
point of view this is a mistake since
its value as an Insect eater is far greatTho
er than any sport it can furnish.
boll weevil and the alfalfa weevil are
among the beetles it habitually eats.
25 per cent of its diet being this class
It also eats large quantities
of food.
of caterpillars, cutworms, grasshoppers
and army worms.
Had Already Done So.
Father—Now, Mabel. I’ll tell you a
young fellow I wish you would grow to
like—young Wigley. lie’ll make a noise
in the world just when you least look
for it Mabel—You’ve got him sized up
all right dud; I heard him eating soup
In a restaurant the other day.—London
Mail.

ani)

Steamboats.

FACTORY

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS

they be smaller.
Under no circumstances take mediThe reason Is obcine in the dark.
Read the frequent news of
vious.
deaths of persons who have taken
poisons by mistake.
Be sure never to pour medicine back
Never fall to shake
into the bottle.
the bottle before taking a dose of the
contents. If there be any sign of sediment, shake the more.
Unless directed otherwise you would
better take all capsules, pills or tablets with a half glass of water.
Never use a liniment near an open
flame, for a liniment usually contains
Always
Borne combustible elementrub a liniment into the skin until It is

Located

on

the line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD'
give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location for a new start in life.

Undeveloped Water. Powers,
Unlimited Raw

Material,

and

Good

Await

Farming

Land

Development.

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND,

MAINE.

changeIjf
SCHEDULE
Eastern

Steamship Corporation

In Effect

Sept.

15.

Mount Desert and Bluehlll Lines.
To Boston
Round

From Bar Harbor $5.25
Bluehlll
$4.75
u

Sedgwick

$4.25

Trip

$9.00

$8.50
$7.50

Leavo Bar Harbor 2pm daily except Sunfor Seal
Nortueast
Harbor,
Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland; connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Leave Biuehiil 1pm dally except Sunday
for South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sargentvilie, Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Leave Sedgwick dally except Sunday at 3 p
m tor Herrick’s Landing. South Brooksville,
Eggemoggln, Dlrigo and Rockland.
Returning, steamer leaves Rockland 5.16 a m
dally except Monday for Bar Harbor and
intermediate landings.
Leaves Rockland 5.15 a m dally except
Monday for Bluehlll and Intermediate landings.
Leave Rockland daily except Mondays at
5.15 a m for Dlrigo, Eggcmoggln, South Brooksville, Herrick’s Landing ana Sedgwick.
Turbine steel steamships Camden and Belfast (Boston and Bangor line) connect with
the Bar Harbor and Bluehlll boats at Rockland
for Boston.
E. L. Smith. Agent. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Herrick, Agent, Bluehlll.

day

_

An Amazing Caae.
"Is there anything specially interesting in the case?’’ asked the reporter of
the bank president whose cashier had
stolen $17.
"Yes,” mused the president “you may
say that we did not trust him implic-

itly.”—Philadelphia Ledger.
Warm Recaption.
Excited Small Boy—Hey. Mr. Tanks,
there’s a burglar crawlin’ up your front
steps this very minute. Mr. Tanks—
Poor devil: The missus will think it’s
me.—Sydney Bulletin.

Beginning at a point marked by a stone
post on the north side of the main highway,
the intersection of the west line of property
conveyed by G. W. Pettingill to Ben venue
Granite Company, N. 45° 58' east 2791 3-10 feet
with land of Pettingill to a point in the line
of the Stimson property marked with a stone
thence with » southerly line of the
timson property north 60° 25' west 1366 feet to
a point marked by a stone post; thence north
IMP east 1476 feet to a stone post; south 61° 18'
east 127 8 10 feet to a stone post, north 28° 47'
east 896 feet to a stone post, south 61° 18' east
20 feet to a stone post, north 28° 47' east 669
feet to a stone post, north 81° 18' west 83 feet,
north 45° 13' west 99 feet, north 60° 28' west 188
85-100 feet, north 49° 40' east 2092 feet, south 81°
68' east 425 feet, north 82° 12/ east 231 feet,
south 83° 68' east 303 feet to an iron bolt in
boulder, same course continued 449 2*10 feet
to copper bolt in ledge. South 78° 14' east
1770.5 feet to stake and stones. South 16° 49'
west
2788.8 feet, south 78° 47' east 849 feet.
North 16° 02' east 2725.5 feet. South 74° 31' east
647.2 feet.
South 0° 66' west 3725 6 feet.
South 97° 17' west 2012.66 feet. North 89° 48'
west 1096 feet.
South 86° 17' west 1900 feet.
North 89° 81' west 607 4 feet.
North 29° 26'
east 661.8 feet.
North 7° 09' east 1686.6 feet to
a copper bolt.
North 60° 89' west 1173.3 feet.
South 27° 03' west 891 feet to a copper bolt.
North 74° 32' west 857 feet. South 39- 17' west
662.7 feet. South 61° 41' west 2807 15*100 feet to
north side main highway
last two courses
along east of town road 80 feet wide taken
frcm Stimson property. Thence north 65° 10'
west alonglnortherly side highway 131 feet to
of beginning, except any right of town
point
in highway along west side of two courses
above mentioned.

gost,

TAKING MEDICINE.

nearly dry.
Bathe.
In summer a warm, not hot, bath at
night is most cooling, and the bath in
the morning should be only a quick
sponge with cool, not cold water. The
woman who dresses In the middle of
the afternoon or Just before dinner
and bathes then should not bathe Just
before retiring also. The quick morning sponge and the moderate afternoon
or evening bath are quite suflleient for
each twenty-four hours.
Summer

I

real property being more fully hereinafter
described by metes and bonnds:
The following is a description of the real
estate now owned by the party of the first
part hereby mortgaged:
All the certain plots or pieces of land,
situate, lying and being at West Sullivan,
Hancock county, Maine, owned by the Ben*
venue Granite Company,
purchased from
Mrs. C. A. Stimson and G. W. Pettingill, and
more particularly bounded and described as

1

EegalETottaB.
NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.

rpHE BROADWAY TRU8T COMPANY, a
jl
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the state of New York, hereby
gives public notice that it has a claim by
mortgage upon certain lots or parcels of land
situated in the county of Hancock and State
of Maine, together with certain personal
property situated in the towns of Stonington
and 8ullivan in the county and state aforesaid, all of which property is described in
said mortgage as follows:
All the right, title and Interest of the party
of the first part of, in and to all and singular
the estates, rights, property, privileges and
franchises of the party of the first part hereinafter described, to wit—the real property
of the party of the first part, situate at Crotch
Island ana West Sullivan, in the State of
Maine, including all mines, quarries and
quarry and granite dressing equipment, said

as follows:
Beginning at a point formed by the intersection of tbe highwater line of the Atlantic
ocean with the west line of land now of
Kyan
& Parker Construction Company and Arthur
McMullen, formerly known as the “Merrill
Lot”, which point is marked on the ground by
a brass bolt;
thence north along said west
line 1012 47-100 feet, more or less, to Mill Cove
at a point marked on the ground bv a brass
bolt; thence westerly, northerly and easterly
along said Mill Cove to the westerly line of
Simeon L. Goss’ land; thence north 10° 4'80"
west along said west line of Simeon L. Goss*
land 161 46-100 feet; thence south 69 25' 30 east
still along said land 186 45-100 feet; thence
south 14° 37' 30" east still along said land
155 feet to Mill Cove; thence
easterly along
said Mill Cove and the Atlantic ocean to the
westerly line of land of Sherwood Quarry,
which point is marked on the ground by an
iron bolt; thence north 64° 38' west 175 5-10
feet; thence north 43° 20' west 162 9-10 feet;
thence north 61° 64' west 145 1-10 feet all along
said westerly line of land of Sherwood Quarry
to southerly line of Collier lot; thence south
86° 39' west 86 72-100 feet, aloug said lot;
thence north 59° 21' west 154 5-10 feet along the
westerly line of said lot; thence north 36 39'
east 90 feet along tbe northerly side of said
lot to the westerly line of land of Sherwood
Quarry; thence north 31° S'30" west along 9aid
westerly line 761 1-100 feet to Deer Island
Thoroughfare, which point is marked on the
ground by an iron bolt; thence westerly along
said Deer Island Thoroughfare to Atlantic
ocean: thence southerly and easterly along
the Atlantic ocean to the point or place of
beginning, excepting from the above described premises the two remaining portions
of Simeon Goss’ homestead lot near tne her.d
of Mill Cove, containing at out one half an
acre;
Also all that certain
or parcel of land,
situate, lying and being oh Crotch Island,
town of Stonington, Hancock
county, in the
State of Maine, more particularly described
and bounded as follows:
Beginning at a point formed by the intersection of the Atlantic Ocean with the northerly line of Sherwood Quarry, marked on the
ground with an iron bolt; thence south 88°
11' 80" west 387 5-10 feet; thence south 26- 13'
30" west 66 feet, thence south 79° 38' 30 west
310 75-100 feet to an iron bolt; thence north 18°
52' west 148 45-100 feet, all along land of Sherwood Quarry to Deer Island Thoroughfare,
which point is marked on the ground by an
iroD bolt; thence easterly along said Deer
Island Thoroughfare to the Altantic Ocean;
thence southerly along the Atlantic Ocean to
the point or place of beginning; together with
all and singular the buildings and the machinery, engines, derricks, locomotives, railroad-tracks and equipment of the quarries
erected and being on any of the said real

piece

property.

Also, all railroads, tracks, rights of way and
all appurtenances to its railroad in anywise
belonging or appertaining; all locomotives
and cars; all ouildings, super-structures*
bridges, culverts, erections and fixtures
of
and
nature
every kind
whatsoever;
all engines, boilers, machinery. derricks,
tools, implements, fuel, and material; all
leaseholds, leases, rights under leases, or
under contracts, covenants or agreements,
terms or parts of terms now owned or hereafter to be acquired by said corporation in
connection with its quarry business at said
properties and elsewhere;
Together with all improvements or additions made or to be made to any or all of said
property, estates, quarry or quarries and
their appurtenances by the said party of the
first part, or by others.
And also all and
every estate, interest, property or thing
which the said party of the first part owns
and holds or may and shall hereafter acquire
and hold, necessary or convenient for the
use, occupation, operation and enjoyment of
said quarries and business hereiuabove described, or any of them; together with all and
singular all other real estate, personal properties franchises, buildings and all other
property and estates belonging to, or in any
way appertaining to the party of the first
part, and to any of the franchise or other
herein
described:
also
all
properties
property, real, personal and mixed, contracts, rights, privileges and franchises of
every kind and nature, wheresoever situated,
which the party of the first part shall hereafter acquire, all of which shall be as fully
embraced within the provisions hereof and
subject to the lien hereby creattd to secure
the payment of all of said bonds issued hereunder and secured hereby, together with the
interest thereon, as if the said property were
now owned by the
party of the first part and
were specifically described herein and conveyed hereby, all of which it is hereby
covenanted shall enure by way of accretion to
the benefit and advantage of the party of the
second
part by way of further and better
security hereunder.
aam mortgage is from the Benveuue Granite
Company, a corporation organized aud existing under the laws of the state of New York,
to tbe Broadway Trust
Company, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the state of New York, as trustee for the purposes fully described in said mortgage which
is dated May 1, 1909, is acknowledged
May ll,
1909 aud is recorded
May 20, 1909 in Hancock
county registry of deeds in book 459, page 161,
and is also recorded in the town records of
the town of Stonington May 81,1912, in book 4,
pages 21 to 52, each inclusive, and is further
recorded in the records of the town of
Sullivan June 15, 1912 in book 4, pages 424 to
469, each inclusive.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, by reason whereof the said Broadway
Trust Company hereby gives written notice
of its intention to foreclose and claims
foreclosure of the same and gives this notice
for the purpose of effeoting said foreclosure.
Broadway Trust Company, Trustee.
By Peters & Knowlton, its attorneys.
Ellsworth, Maine, August 22,1914.

rpHJB

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminisJL
tratrix of the estate of
A. BURDETT BURRILL, late of ELLSWORTH.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the etute
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
EuzABarH G. Burrill.

Sept. 1,1914.

INTERESTING PAPERS.

GOOD ROADS AS
INVESTMENTS

DAINTY EVENING WRAP,

Glimpses

Satin Garment to Wear Over
the Popular Lightweight Costume

j

proved Highways.
LAND VALUES INCREASED.

The following spicy correspondence has
It will be remembered that
come to light.
the eastern half of the island of Mount
Desert was granted to Maria Theresa DeOregoire, the grmnddaugbUr of Baron De
La Motte Cadillac and wife of Bartholomew
De Gregoire. By the terma of the grant,
the DeGregoires were required to net off
and convey one hundred acres to each settler on the tract at the date of the grant.
There seems to have been some unpleasant

Gregoires and the
settlers, as indicated by the following correspondence :
feelings

WBAP OF WHITE SATIS.

This charming evening wrap Is of
white charmeuse. with frills of lace at
the neck* and sleeves.
Lightweight
wraps of this kind are useful to wear
over the fluffy evening costumes which
are now so popular.
The net, lace or
mousseline blouses of many of these
gowns are so frail that the heavy velvets or brocades of other seasons would
seriously Injure them.

Is

Made

or mars

From
material gathered
by the
United States department of agrlcul
ture It is now possible to prove not
only that good roads are a profitable
investment but to determine exactly
what dividends they pay. An investigator assigned to this problem In any
given locality first ascertains the extent of the territory that Is tributary
to any main road, much as one might
ascertain the territory tributary to
The next step Is an acsome river.
curate estimate of the total products
of this territory. Of this quantity a
certain portion is consumed on the
farm; the rest is shipped over the road
In question. The whole calculation can
then be checked by Investigators at the
shipping point to which the road leads.
The Investigator is eventually able to
state positively the cost of hauling a
ton of produce on that road, to express
in terms of those “ton miles” the
freight traffic on the road and, finally,
the total cost to the community served
by the road of hauling its goods to
market. Armed with these data. It Is
easy to decide how much money can
be profitably spent in Improving the
road and what are the returns that
the investment yields to the com

munity.
These returns are of various kinds.
First and foremost Is the reduction In
the actual cost of hauling, the plain
fact that It takes less time and laboi
to haul a load over a good road than
Less obvious Is the
over a poor one.
effect of Improved roads In Increasing
In
the total output of a community.
the case of one county In Virginia,
where particularly thorough records
have been kept, this output was more
than double. The farmers found that
with a market always and readily accessible to them it paid to work the
land to its maximum production. This
explains the very remarkable rise In
farm land values which nearly always
accompanies road Improvement.
Road Treatment In India.
A dust preventive known as akonla was Introduced into India on the
occasion of the recent king's visit and
has been used since that time with satisfactory results. The roads are treated with this preparation once every

fortnight.

our

1

illustrated

list of

premium

the

Roger’s

'

AA Silverware.

Up of

a

Combination

of

the entire creation.

The quickest way to get an Idea of
what this la la to draw a figure outline
entirely In straight lines. First the
collar, generally flaring In straight
angles; then the coat or wrap, also
flaring and falling In straight lines
which terminate anywhere between
knee and ankle; then the skirt as
straight and scant as trousers legs In
effect.
Elaborate dress varies this
with looped drapery and long, sweeping folds, but even tn these the new
edict is apparent, and the keynote of
the straight line marks tbe new from
the old rounded "pcgtop.”
The next feature of importance la
the great coming vogue of tailored
styles. The smart woman will have
many strictly tailored suits Oils fall,
with a favor for blue serge In plain
styles and for mixed fabrics or wool
Plain and striped
and silk for dress.
fabrics will continue their present
vogue, and plaids will bold a prominent

place, especially large figures

In

dull colors.
An Item of extreme Importance la
the coming use of braid In tailored
models. All widths are used, from U4
inches for binding to six or eight for
bands, and there is a trend toward
the use of plain mohair or silk. Narrower widths In parallel rows are well
spoken of. but this Is not as yet authenticated. Plain buttons are to form
the finish of this style of trimming.
The two newest Items of established
favor are the wide and daring use of
yellow, both as trimming and as fabric. and the use of sleeves of different
There Is a strong
fabric and color.
tendency toward the tight “glove"
sleeve.
Dark colors will be favored for tailored costumes, wltb the almost equal
favor of daring colors In tbe same
class. And orange, mustard, pumpkin
and tarnished gold will be seen In
corduroy, broadcloth, the rough faced
and pile fabrics. Black velvet Is to be
the first favorite ns a finishing touch,
but In black and dark colored costumes
AI
any brilliant color will be good.
most Invariably tbe neck Is finished
with white In some tailored collar ef
feet

GOOD DRESSING.
Important Factor In
Accomplishment.
Proper care of one's clothing plays
an Important part In good dressing,
for a really well dressed woman Is.
Not only are her
first of all, neat
clothes spotless, but every article is
adjusted with Infinite care as well, and
Neatness I*

an

Its

the clothes In reserve are as well looked after as those In use.
No one may be considered well
dressed who has a button off. a seam
ripped or a spot In evidence. To deserve the title of well dressed there
must be no gaping division of belt and
skirt or shoes run over at the heels.
A systematic overhauling at stated
periods of all clothing In use la absolutely necessary, and all clothing. In
reserve should be cleaned thoroughly
before being put away.

between the De

Mo TOT DeSkart, Oct.7th, 1791.
The proceedings of a meeting of the sellers
in said town Tho. Paine
Moderator, Hon.
L Lane, Clark.
Voted that a Demand be made on Mountaier
Degregoire and Madam for the defisintry of
Lands to each setter agreeable to Mr. Petersg

plan and also

the publick privalidges as
refeared to in thare Grant.
Voted to choose a committee of three to
make the above Demands
Made choise of Capt. Etra Young
Capt. C. Thompson
J. D. Hamor
Directions for the above comittee
Voted
shoud Mountaier A Madam Degregoire refuse to comply with the above
Demmands you are to Demand an atested
coppi of thair grant and send it to the committee for the sail of estern Land, at Boston,
togather with the a bo vej proceedings and request thair Judgment.
Voted that shoud the above Mounsier A
Madam not comply with the above Demand
that some person be sent to Boston to speak
to the above proceeding.
Voted that Eben Leland be the

Moukdrskkt, October 18th, 1791.
An Answer to the sellers of this town to the
Committee that waited on me yesterday
Gentlemen
Your demand of the deficiency of Lands,
we are ready to lay out as soon as the surveyor comes who is expected to be here the
80th of this instant October.
We know no other priviledges Belonging
to the inhabitants of this town saving one
Hundred Acres to each person who msy be
called a propper aettler agreeable to the Resolve of Court.
As to a Copy of our Grant you shall have it
as soon as you please to Come and Copy it off.

The

following

bill

has

found
Ellsworth

been

old papers in an
It is a bill rendered a Maine sea
capuin for burial expenses of another
shipmaster in the West Indies, and illustrates a curious custom of the time and
place. It is as follows.

among

some

garret.

“1818

July
•*
**

Dr
Laignour
28 for liquor drank before and afther
Captain Wilia’s
£2 9 0
herring (burying)
2 10 0
for his store bill
C

PORTLAND, ME.

|
COUNTY NEWS.
WEST SULLIVAN.
The school* began the fall term with
Miss McGown in the grammar grade, Mis*
Spear and Mias Morris in the intermediate
and primary grades and Miss Preston as
teacher of

to

£5 7 0

music.

B. B. Havey has been entertaining his
son Frank and wife, of Eastport.
A. B.
Havey, wife and son, of Caribou, are now
visiting at the home of Mr. Havey.
Mrs. Minnie Tracy, who has been employed at F. E. Pett iogill'8, is to spend her
vacation in Unionville.
Mattocks is teaching in
Hermon, Miss Florice Clsrk in Dexter,
Miss Mary Milne in Bayside, and Miss
Miss

Marion

Robert

BUisdell, who has made his
few years, is
home in East Sullivan a
boarding at W. P. Goodwin’s.
Misses Margaret and Grace Moore, of
and New Voric, were
guests of Mrs. U. H. Havey recently.

Prospect Harbor

Miss Alms Cook, who spent her summer
vacation at home, has returned to Somerville, Mass., where she is employed as
a milliner.

Marcus Cleaves has moved his family
Bar Harbor and

occupying
Hooper.
is

the

home of Mrs. Mary A.
Miss Gladys Rolfe, of Gouldsboro, is at
the home of Capt. J. K. Mitchell and at-

tending high school.
Mrs. Dingle, of Pawtucket, K. 1., has returned home after visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Sarah J. Gordon, who has been
with her daughter, Mrs. Forrest Haskefl,
during the summer, has returned to Gardiner.

Jenkins and wife, of Rockland, were
guests of David Patchen and wife.

recent

Lucy Webb and daughter Gladys
Cherryfleld.
Lyman Yorke and wife are in New
Hampshire for a abort visit.
M.
Sept. 14.
Mrs.

are

in

_

Miss Marcia Bragdon
Lake View Monday.

Eugene Bunker

returned
and

from

yonng

son

returned from Norcross Saturday.
John W Blaisdell and family are to cloae
their bungalow, “Knoll Top,” this week.

Charles

payment for Laignour,
The Bradbury bungalow at the village
Th Buttoy’’ ! is
up and closed in. Wayland West is in
Beckoning the pound at 9&, the mourners charge.
consumed nearly fib worth of liquor.
Mr. Stevens, of Rumford Falls, came in
his car Sunday, taking Mrs. Stevens and
The following extract from an old letter
little daughter Margaret home Monday.
shown the editor ia of interest as a Maine
William Brown, who has been confined
shipmaster’s impression of General Zach-

the

recipient

of

the

letter

were

both

whigs:
“N. Orleans, Sept. 16,1848.
1 will just write you a few lines, to inform
that
I
have
seen Gen. Taylor, and had
you
the pleasure of shaking hands with him. You
have probably seen an acoount of his recepI was there &
tion at “Pass Christian".
boarded at the same house with him for Chree
It is about 60 miles from here.
or four days.
I had an opportunity of seeing and hearing
him converse a number of timer.
I should
take him to be anythimg but a military man.
He has more the appearance of being a real
honest, good-hearted farmer than anything
else.
Freights are improving a very little; it is
quite uncertain where I shall go to from here.
My health is very good. The weather is very
warm here yet and the yellow fever is probably at its heigbth."

Information.
Lady Visitor—Are these edible crustaceans! Keeper—No, ma’am; them’s
hard crabs.—Baltimore American.

to his home

Billings

PENOBSCOT.
School
begins to-day; Miss
teacher.
Stover,

Bev. C. A. Smith wae at Naskeag Tuesthe guest of his sister, Mrs. L. W.
Carter.

day,

The Willing Workers of the Baptist
church had a sale (Wednesday evening.

Proceeds, |35.
Miss Nan Qrindle, after spending her
vacation with her parents, Arthur Qrindle
and wife, has returned to Haverhill, Maas.,

After Blacking tha Range.
I
L.
Sept. 14.
Kerosene will clean your hands betEAST LAMOINE.
ter than anything else after blacking a
Pour a little In the
There will be services in the Unitarian
range or stove.
water, wash your bands In It then church next Sunday. Preacher, Bev. J.
wash them In tepid water and finally W. Tickle.
with plenty of soap and a stiff nailTBENTON.
brush In hot water. Finish up by rubMrs. Herbert Phillips, of Ellsworth,
bing the hands with lemon Juice, rosevisited her aunt, Mrs. Benjamin Jordan
water or glycerin.

Monday.

with a

are

home from

Northeast Harbor.

Rev. M. A. Gordon, of Randolph, who
joined Mrs. Gordon and babe here last
week, occupied the Methodist pulpit Sun-

day evening at the union service.
Wittp F. ^A. Noyes, of East Sullivan,
who was in town Sunday, were Mra. E. H.
Taft, of Milford, N. H., and Dr. Helen
Taft Cleaves, of Boston.

visited

Mrs. Raymond Bridges, of
Cberryfletd,
visiting her parents, A. E. Mice snd
wife.
is

Herbert Btevens and wile, ol Providence,
R. I., were the week-end guests ol Martin
Burke and wile.

Mrs. Helen Snowball and
daughter,
Mrs. Dora Ktnne, of MorriU, ;T«x.,
visiting here.

are'

Milltken, one ol Bar Harbor's enterprising young men, has gone to
Springfield, Mass., to train lor Y. M. C. A.
Alan

Mra. Adelbert Bridges, who, with infant
been visiting her parents, H.T.
Silaby and wife, has returned to Bangor.
son, baa

work.

The

Mrs. Prank Mace, of Augusta, and Mrs.

the Bar
Y. W. C. A. will be closed lor the

boarding department ol

Harbor

Myra Jackson, of Boston, Mass visited
their sister, Mrs. George Crosbv, recently
Sept.
C.

winter.
Kent. 14

14._'

M

1. S. Candage (ms purchased

to

SURRY.
The people of Surry were interested to
learn of tbe marriage of John M. McKonney snd Mrs. Sarah H. Young, who
went to Richmond last Saturday, where
they were married by Mr. McKenney’s
cousin. Rev. John A. VY'iggin. Mr. and

Imogens Grant is teaching
school in Kingman.
Miss

Abbie

Sanderson

Charlton, Mass.,

to

a

an

cousin over Sunday, and Monday lett tor
Sebago, Mr. McKenney’a native town, tor

yacht.

the grammar
has

gone

R. M. Buckminster has purchased
automobile.
Mrs. A. N. and Miss Susie Cole
Belfast last week.

were

McKenney

Mrs.

teach.

remained

visit of several weeks.
their home at “Bay View

a

into

They

will mike

Farm", burry.

Sept. 14.

in

iheir

Spec.

■ahcmiatmoo-t

Capt. George Lace, of Rockport, was in
Sunday. He left his vessel in New

town

York.

SAVE YOUR FRIEND

Miss Irene Prescott, of BrooksTille, is
her sister, Mrs. Wilbur Ford.

visiting

Miss Sarah A. Parker has returned to
Millinocket to teach.

If You Have

a

Friend Who

Is Addicted

M'S. Lois Stanley and daughter Norma,
been in Wolcott, N. Y., for a
year, are home.

to the

DRINK EVIL

Miss Oarvil Grindall, who spent a month
brother, E. R. Grindall, has
returned to Boston.
here with her

You Can Save Him

Miss Gwendoline Moore, of Brookline.
Mass., and Thomas Fernald, of Waverley,
Mass., are guests of Miss Moore's grandparents, C. N. Rhodes and wife.

The latter is

Rec-

by

ommending the
NEAL

Mrs. John Swett, of Cambridge, Mass.,
last week for her little daughter
Dorothy, who has been with her grandmother, Mrs. F. A. Parker, through the

TREATMENT

came

Have you a friend who is ruining hisbusiness prospects and endangering bis

position? You can aee the way things
going with him*, better than he can

!

Byron Ford died last week, after a long
He was a member of Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M., and a Civil war
veteran.
He had resided here thirty

are

illness.

himself, because hia viaion is dimmed by
alcohol.

or more.
A brother from DixSeld
had been with him for several weeks.
He leaves a widow and four sons.
Sept. 14.
H.

years

THAT

HIMSELF.
he cannot

MAN

CANNOT SAVE

In hia weakened condition

fight the craving

by

caused

alcoholic poisoning, and he must have
medical attention. His brain is confused

__

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Wilson Eaton is employed at Sullivan.
Harold Tripp, who has been quite ill, is

and he requires a friend to think for him.
\ Oilcans* re him by investigating and

improving.
inquiring into the NEAL TREATMENT
Ross McDonald, who has been in
poor and then recommending it to him.
health, is much better.
comThe NEAL TREATMENT gives

Mrs. Ethel Fa Ion and daughter
Hope
have been visiting in Franklin.

plete relief from drink craving, removing
absolutely all appetite and desire for
liquor. He will leave this Institute a man
RENEWED, in the same perfect mental
and physical condition be was in oefore

Kendall Balisbury, wife and son have
Boston for the winter.

returned to

School commences to-day, taught
by
Miss Alice Norton, of Medford, Mass.
Rev. W. H. Pettus, of West
Somerville,
Mass., David K. Beattie, of Arlington,
Mass., and Miss Marion Bartlett, of Ellsworth, were guests of Henry Bartlett last

be took bis first drink.

i

We will be glad to explain the treatto you, giving you full information

ment
and

week.

®®Pk

14

The

Bangor.

147 Pleasant Avenue, Portland, Maine

schools

began tbe fall
Sept. 16.
Miss Olivo Leach returned
Saturday
from Seal Harbor, where she has been employed.
term

common

Sept. 14,

the

high

or

phone

NEAL INSTITUTE

PENOB8COT.
Elmer Perkins spent a few
days this ;

week in

free booklet if you call,

write the

j

Hubbard,

■

!

Phone 4216.

school

_

spending a few days with relatives here.
Mrs. W. J. Creamer and son Warren and
Mrs. Georgia Foster and son John, of
W. J. Creamer, jr., have returned to BanMilwaukee, Wis., who have been visiting
relatives

here, left for their home Satur-

day, accompanied by Mrs. Foster’s niece,
Mabel Donnell.

oi aiinme, wite
01 Fred
held at the Methodist church
Thursday afternoon, Kev. W. H. Dunham
officiating. The floral tokens were numerous and beautiful.
A wave of sympathy
the husband
out
to
and two
goes
young children, and to other family
lunerai

Brown,

was

friends.

Sept.

—

to teach.

summer

seems

Miss Edna Donnell is home from Southwest Harbor, where she spent the summer.
Her sister, Mrs. Rena Walls, accompanied
her.

me

Grace

foot,

Miss Muriel DeBeck, a junior at University of Maine, returned to Orono Tuesday. Her sister, Mi98 Eirena, enters as
freshman.

Miss

SOUTH

during the

slightly better.
Misses Geneva Bragdon, Stella Dyer,
Helene Phillips, Beulah Tracy and Lillian

diseased

Howard Oilea, of Jamaica Plain, Mass,
relatives here recently.

tion with his parents.
Miss Linda Milltken spent the weekend in Ellsworth with relatives.

summer.

FRANKLIN.

Mrs.

teacher.

who have

H. A. Holt.

S.

AURORA.
School began Sept. 7; Miss Lula
Rowe,

SEDGWICK.

Received

ary Taylor when he was the whig candidate for the presidency. The writer and

Boston to spend the school year with relatives.
Master Robert Carter has returned to
Good Will Farm, alter spending his vaca-

Sara Bunker in Bernard.

from
man.

TwitchelhChamplin Company,

The

costs.

Straight Lines.
|
The first point of importance Is the
new costume silhouette, which makes

improved.

I

test

Send for

THE PACKAGE WITH A COUPON.

market.

It seems that in 1817 stumps were stof chips as to-day.
instead
udied,
Judgment was for the plaintiff with 93.74

It

alone, for the bulk of the money comes
from the counties and townships. Last
year local communities contributed, in
round numbers, I1G6.O00.000, as against
appropriations from state treasuries of
$38.7o5.088. The true Importance of
this $38,000,000 lies In the fact that It
means expert supervision of the expenditure of a considerable portion of
the vast sum of $260,000,000. The best
engineering skill is available for all
■works of Importance, and there are cooperation and a constant stimulus to
The money
further Improvements.
contributed by the state does not only
build more roads; It makes better those
that other money builds.
At the present time there are In the
United States 20,741 miles of roads Improved either wholly or In part by state
aid. Of the 2,220342 miles of roads In
the United States, 223.774 miles, or approximately 10 per cent, are classed as

i

getting the highest
purity to be obtained in
are

.90

THE NEW SILHOUETTE.

bo ads

return:

.80

Service

When you order from your grocer a package of Hatchet Cream Tartar, keep in
mind that you
of quality and

Travel, 15 M. .SO

cent

oveb oood

following

^

Fees:

been over 250 per

is less

justice of the peace in EllswoKh, in favor
of John Msyhew Young, of Ellsworth,
against “Lebbeua Kingman, of a place not
incorporated but called Mariaville in said
county. Yeoman’*.
The suit was on a note for f 10.65 given
to James Barker, of Ellsworth, and by
The writ
him endorsed to the plaintiff.
was
served by John Hopkins, deputy
who made the

HOUSEWIFE

THE

TO

“Hancock, ss 14 October, 1817. By virtue
of the within I have attached a stump as the
property of the within named Lebbeus Kingman, at the same time gave him a summons
in hand as the law directs.”

Approximately $206,000,000 was spent
last year on public roads in the United
States, according to statistics prepared
by the United States department of
agriculture. In 1904 the total was only
$79,000,000. In nine years, therefore,

coax or hav unto

There bss been placed in the Ellsworth
city library an original writ, dated Sept.
30, 1817, issued by Meltiah Jordan, a

sheriff,

Farmer. Find It Possible to Work All
Their Land With Profit as Soon as
Improvsd Roads Furnish a Cheaper
and Easier Way to Market.

This awakening to the importance of
good roads has, experts say, been due
largely to the principle of state aid to
counties and other local communities.
New Jersey began the movement in
1891, when it passed Its state highway
law. Massachusetts and Vermont followed a year later, but other states
In 1904 only
were slow to move.
fifteen had state highway departments;
today there are only six that have not
The valne of this state aid is, however, not to be measured by the figures

Dusty Old

Documents.

The Cost 4nd Returns of Im-

the increase has

of the Past in
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14.

BAB HARBOB.
Mrs. Horton and children, who have
the summer
in Bluehill, have
opened their home on Eagle Lake road for
the school year.
spent

Moore and wife, of Ellsworth
in Bar Harbor Thursday,
guests of Mrs. Nellie Keisor.
Charles E. Keisor, of Ellsworth, spent
the week-end in Bar Harbor.
Lorenzo

Falls,

a

were

Miss Frances Moran has returned from
visit in Harrington.
Miss Alice

Suminsby has returned to

gor.

after

a

week

here.

Capt. J. B. Sellers, of the schooner Mary
Ann McCann, spent
Sunday here with his
brother, Capt. William Sellers.
Mrs. Moses Littlefield is at the
hospital
in Bangor, where she underwent a
successful operation last week.
Her many
friends are glad to know she is
doing well.

Sept.

14.

Woodcock k.
NORTH FRANKLIN.

School begins this
morning;
Beatrice Oordon teacher.

Jules

Miss

dyspepsia

Mrs.

Lottie
Havey is visiting her
mother, Mrs. S. J. Bragdon.
Mrs. Vivian Abbott has gone to
Cherryfleld to work daring the fair.

“L.

so

1

other ■

good

as

■

F.” Atwood’* Medicine I

By relieving indigestion, it fr‘- I
the constipation, bilious- ■

ness, headache and dizziness,
that so quickly follow a disor- I
dered stomach.
1;

•-I write to tell you thet we have made use
oI ‘L. F.' Atwood'. Medicine lor lour
rcmyeera. and we are able to say tbatit is a
or rue
edy without equal lor dyspepsia.
and my familyitiaatreaaure in the house.
feigned! Jt'car Faettr
Get the big bottle to-day at your
dealere—jac. Aalt us to send a
FRE E sample if you’ve never

Mrs. Ethel Eaton, of
Lamoine, and
little daughter Hope, have been
guests of i
Mrs. Bertha Lawrie the
past week.
from Bar Harbor to
spend Sunday with his family,
returning
Monday for further treatment of his leg
Sept. 14.
T

medicine

no

vents

Miss Feodora Woodworth has
been
elected to the Georges
pond school the
remainder of tbe year.

C. J. Murch

Pepin

of Auburn, Maine, finds

came

I

[

■
■
■
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■
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g,
Uted 'L. F.' before.
"L. F." Medicine Co.. Portlnjul_M^^p

